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MS GOBBO: It’s always someone they know. They're ....... 

just - why would you care? Sorry ......... but why 

would you care, really?

Peter

What was the matter you. had today?

MS GOBBO: The young fellow who killed the taxi driver.

Oh, right, I heard that referred to an the ABC 

nsws at one stage.

MS GOBBO: Yeah

Yeah. 20, did he get?

MS GOBBO: No, no, no, just the plea.

FWf SntfteG

He hasn’t been sentenced yet

Peter Snw&bO

right, O.K.

MS GOBBO: But he threatened to kill a witness during the 

eommittai.

t’efe.SrrW-.O

: That's right, yeah. That was potentially a bad 

move, you’d suggest.
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0: Well, you know what, this is ™ I feel very strongly 

about this kid, in the sense that he’s IS and he gets ~ 

you know, the usual kind of sixth sibling of 11 Muslim 

Lebanese. Dad's like Hemer Simpson, just a. waste of

Lebanese Homer Simpson.

No - he is, dad. Dad's like - you should see him.

Sandy Wnfe-O

Just like I said.

MS GOBBO He looks like a Lebanese version of Homer. But

anyway, you know, I come from a migrant family where I

was taught hard work was 

®0: These people are here. They're not working. God, 

anyway, don't get me started on that. But anyway, I 

mean, part of my outrage about all this is look at the 

amount of money I've paid the ATO. None of these people 

are paying. Anyway, he’s - so he's got a drug problem.

Sarjdy Wbife-O

And he's re’s got real learning dif cultles and

his IQ is that of an occasional piece of urniture.

Yep.
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MS GOBBO: My ~ my client. And he's at year 8 at a high school 

and no~one can see. Like, his family are a waste of 

time.

; Year 8? How old is he?

MS GOBBO: He was at year 8, right. He gets asked to leave at 

the end of year 8.

Peter SmSh-O

Right

Sandy Whited'}

MS GOBBO: Imagine if you’re a parent and your kid is asked to

leave school because he just can’t hack it.

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: As his behaviour deteriorates ~ sorry, as he can’t 

cope with school, his behaviour gets worse.

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: He’s using - he starts off like they all do, 

chroming, cannabis ------

Fteter SjWjO

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: - - - amphetamine, intravenous amphetamine, then 

heroin, and his crimes escalate to be able to pay for his 

drugs.

02-21803838-210905 4
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pwa sb®-o

At 16 he's been on probation a couple of times from

the kiddies' court and he's rinally he cops a NUJ

sentence. He goes to YTC for two and a half months.

F<ei«smiM

MH NOBBti * Comes out, keeps committing - but just pissy crimes,

like burgs and obtaining property by deception, thefts

anti whatever.

(Msr SfflSIKS

jBO: Nothing of great ~ you know, nothing that would 

suggest escalating violence or a predisposition to that. 

Anyway, by 17 and a half, he's obviously had a few 

outstanding police matters because eventually he gets 

charged and put in custody. Some spastic goes and does a 

plea for him and he, at the age of 17 and three-quarters, 

goes to Fulham Prison.

®0: Now, how no-one could have got him YTC is beyond me 

at 17 and a half ......... as I say ....... . . adults . 

It's not me being the defence lawyer exaggerating, really 

the charges weren’t that which could have been easily 

dealt with by a YTC sentence. According to the family, 

some spastic from Legal. Aid does that, but anyway, so you 

02-218038
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can. imagine probably what happens to him in Fulham Prison 

as an illiterate, spastic 17 and a half year old.

Needless to say, the psych material tended to - they

SwKjy WW-O

MS GOBBO: - - - pose-traumatic stress disorder, heroin use in 

gaol, blah blah blah. Falls between the cracks. Gets 

out of Fulham, straight back into what he was doing 

before, no intervention, no help, no nothing, and he was 

thrown out of the psychiatric facility three days before 

the murder. On the morning of the murder, eh took 

himself into the Royal Melbourne Hospital and said, 

’’Please help me," tried to kill himself again.

Mm1hm.

iBO: You know what their notes say? They - they're 

trying to ......... some outreach service. The notes 

say, "Note, suicidal ideation and homicidal tendencies

JBO: So the warning signs are all over the place. Police 

have been alerted, I think it was two clays before, that 

he discharges himself as an involuntary patient, so I 

think the proper - the involuntary status, police have to 

be notified.

02-218038
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MS GOBBO: I don't exactly know what section of the Act or Acts 

..... .... anyway, he ~ he wanders around after - he’s 

last sighted at the Royal Melbourne Hospital at 7.30 in 

the morning and by 10 o'clock that night, he's killed the 

taxi driver.

What was the motive for the killing?

None at all

Was there any theft?

MS GOBBO* He didn’t have the money to pay the taxi driver.

But why - why he stabbed him 27 times, no-one can

explain, I couldn't tell - explain the j edge. I

went out to one

Sanity WtiiteO

You did the plea, did you, today?

GOBBO*: Yeah. I went out to the gaol yesterday afternoon tc

try and get some semblance of instructions from him.

Sdtwy WW-G

I may as well as stayed in my office and banged my

head against the wall.

SiWiy WsifeO

: What, he didn’t want to talk or he just couldn't 

explain himself?
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MS GOBBO: He just can't He just can' He can * t articulate

himself. He literally has a problem like ........ .

;BO: But, you know, no doubt 14 or 15 years in gaol will 

do him good 'cause he's found some new friends at Port 

Phillip Prison.

■ i. if cl i"l < 4 > T ♦ > v * ♦

MS GOBBO: No, hets just a. ™ no excuse for what he did at all 

but. “ “ “

But you want, to get appointed* What sentence would 

you give him?

MS GOBBO: What sentence would I give him? I don’t want to be 

appointed.

PeterSn*®»-C>

: Didn’t you say that the other day?

MS GOBBO: No, if I could, I would because of how my life’s 

changed*

Peter Srrste-O fep *

Mt GOBBO* Um -

Fetef SrW-G O.K, Well, just tor the sate of the argument, if

you w e i . to £

02-21803838-210905 8
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)BBO: I dunno. You know, it’s really hard. I don't -

gaol’s not the answer for some people.

Ssrsiy White-O

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: But at the same time, I’m a firm believer in if you 

really want to change, you can. You don’t - you can’t - 

you know how you say - I say to some people on their 

third or fourth time I'm appearing for them, I stand up 

and spout this crap about rehabilitation and this, that 

and the other.

SandyWteteO

MS GOBBO: If you really want to do something and you really 

want, to m.a.nge ™ talk a.bo’.it m.e pot calling tne kettle 

black, then you do it,

Sfjrrfy Whifen-O

fc Mm'hm, yep.

But the key word there of course is "want to"

MS GOBBO: That - that - well, that's right. Something has to 

change in your life to either give you a desire to or a - 

an absolute reason to.

Sandy WfcteCS

That fella you’re talking about doesn’t sound

like he's got the intellect to want to change.

MB GORBG: And no structure, no support, you know, a waste of

02-21803838-210905
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space of a family. I shouldn’t say that. His - a. coupl

- his brothers, a couple of his brothers are pretty 

straight.

Yep.

MS GOBBO: And, you know, they intervene in the only way they 

know how which was really to^ get quite violent.

Sandy |: Yeah.

MS GOBBO; Not - I'm not saying that’s necessarily ......... 

but the way that they thought it was appropriate to 

actually ™ - -

Sure.

MS GOBBO: shape him up and get him off the gear - but

then again, you know, I can't ~ I can’t - I can’t 

understand how bad it would be to be in the grip of 

heroin.

Mm

®0: I’ve only - I’ve had pethidine and morphine 

......... before and I remember both times being in 

agony, extreme pain and IV injection and then about 

30 seconds later saying, "What hospital are we going

Sassay Wiise-o

: Mm.

10
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wss tn. at guicxiy ™

RsarSniaMj

Mm.

? GOBBO: flying. And I remember my mother saying to me

~ 'cause my hub used to be a nurse ~ I remember her

saying to me, ’'Pethidine below morohine but both of

them are below heroin

Peter Sirsto-O

Yeah, yeah

MS GOBBO: - - - or the purity of heroin, She used to nurse in

the prison ward,

PsterSoWO

Oh, really?

So she knows -■ years ago.

Peter sneteU

• In Victoria?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

MR Well, I’ve had the benefit of pethidine during

a knee reconciliation and - - -

MR  Did you like it?

M'R I loved it. It’s just the greatest excuse for

a sleep. You just - - -

MS GOBBO: 

02-21803838-210905 11
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MR ......... sleep forever.

MR .......... : Not ~ not St KiIda Road, if that’s what you’re

thinking.

MS GOBBO: ......... a bit close .........

That's right, we should be right.

MS GOBBO: You can make a noise using .........

: Yeah, I - to be honest, we did consider that as 

a legitimate place to see you but - - -

MS GOBBO: Well, no-one would - no-one would think twice 

......... drive in.

: ..... .... there’s also other policemen that

could see us there and might wonder why - - -

Sssrfy Wlsife-O

Ha ha, I think you know where we are. Now, 

you've got a - an appointment to see your sister or - - -

MS GOBBO: No, I’ve got to catch up with her later because

02-21803838-210905 12
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Sarw/Whte-O

So what time have you got to get away?

MS GOBBO: Oh, I don't

Sandy WhdeO

Sandy Wh&a-G *

......... we’ve got to inspect; your car and

MS GOBBC;: I can always ring' 

Sandy

You got a pen?

Sandy

Sandy Whited

: No, if you just come up with in a sec.
It’s on the HMBMMMside .......... HHH- Did You

get my board? No, it’s on the floor ......... open the 

door for you, just; sort of ~ ~

MS GOBBO: No, no.

Wldy WW-0

- - - wait - wait till he ....

02-21803838-210 905 1'3
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MS GOBBO:  getting .........

Sandy 'A'hifcO

| Oh, normally they’re pretty good but - - -

: Yeah, I think they’re - they'd be better in 

Sydney ......... I wouldn’t have a clue in Sydney,

MS GOBBO: .........

: You know if you go past a street where, you 

know, like, you missed a turn or it’s one-way, there’s no 

choice. There's no choice.

MS GOBBO: I’ve been ~ I’ve been in a •- - -

Sandj wna«o ,

fc * * . * ♦ * . . ♦ * Hnywoiy *

MS GOBBO: - - - friend’s car that has it and it - it is very, 

very good, but I’m a spastic. I don’t know ......... 

yeah, I’ve written it down, turn this, turn that.

sariciy »’*(j ,|: Oh, O.K.

MS GOBBO: I’m a spastic.

Sandy Wbife-O 

: Yeah. And I think this is the last time ~ it's 

not to muck you round but -

14
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S&Xiy WWfe-O

|: - - - we - it’s early days. We’re checking.

It’s different .........

MS GOBBO: ......... I risk . . . ..... . yas laugh. I was sick 

all weekend.

We’ll have to talk about that too then.

MS GOBBO: And. paranoid. I reckon someone's tampered with my 

front door. Then I don’t know who it would be or whether 

it's a - you know, the doorknob's gone out a bit and I 

have a fundamental lack of trust in .........

: t'roDaory experience teacnes one that. what 

about - does anyone else have access to your place?

MS GOBBO: Only my ~ only my mother.

Safldy White-Q

: Right.

MS GOBBO: Who wouldn^t go there without saying that she was 

going there - - -

Sandy Wlil&O : Yeah.

MS GOBBO; - - - for something.

Sandy WMte-O

• There’s no - ~ -

02-21803838-210905
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lives in my building.

SafxJy WWte-O i

: which one?

MS GOBBO: Mr Monet, Mr Monet.

: O.K. I'm hopeless with picking who's ~ who's 

who, different faces.

MS GOBBO: Well, you know, I didn’t even recognise him until 

one day, it was in the courtyard, and he goes, "Oh," you 

know, blah blah blah, I thought, "Oh, Gad, it’s you.

You live in the same building."

; Excuse me. Oh, how many of those do you go

through a day?

MS GOBBO: Depending on .........

Stand?

; Lately then.

MS GOBBO: Oh .......... sorry.

: I think you've - you might be overstating our

intelligence.

MS GOBBO: .......... get my grocery receipts, you'll know.

: ......... excuse me for a second.

. want these on?

02-21803838-210905 17
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No, thanks.

Peter SfftiSv-O

jBO: You ' re ~ you are . . . . ..... tell, me ......... if 

you’re listening to my phone calls, you would have 

laughed. About 10 minutes before I left, Tony rang me 

and said, "Oh, what are you doing?" I said, "I*m busy." 

......... somewhere. He said, "I might have to catch up 

with you." I was gunna say .........

MS GOBBO: He did say that. I said, "I can't do it tonight."

"What time will you be finished?" I said, "I dunno, 

about 8.30, 9 o’clock." "Oh, too late for me."

Too late?

GOBBO: Mm.

You don’t ~ you’ve had meals with him., you say?

Not - not - - -

Peter Sffitth-O

As opposed, to once, but, you know, in between

MS GOBBO: No.
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Peter SffKgi-O

- adjournment period or something?

MS GOBBO: Oh, not this year, no, definitely not, no, not even

- probably not even last year, the year before, but - no, 

I - I really have steered right clear of him in that 

context because ~ sell, for a variety of reasons, and 

partly because on the scene.

Sandy White-€>

MS GOBBO: ......... but the - that - that translates to, "I 

want to talk to you about something. ” It's not ■■■■■ ■■

Peter SmffiFO __

MS GOBBO: It's net, "I just enjoy the pleasure of your 

company.”

Peter

Right.

MS GOBBO: It'll be about something,

PWerSn-WO

O.K. Related to the other call?

MS GOBBO: Well, I dunno. It could - it could have been.

Jteter StffliSMS O.K.

MS GOBBO: He only rings me from the one number and he knows or 

assumes that that number’s being .........

19
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MS GOBBO: Or he way know. I dunno. He's got connections in 

all sorts of places,

Peter SmiftO

: Well, hopefully we'll find out about those things.
Saady Wfe-C

Have you got the recorder, We need to discuss the

recording of conversations. I mean, we touched on it 

last time and didn’t do it the first meeting. There was 

other people there as well.

MS GOBBO: Yep

But, yeah, we - basically we can talk - literally I

think it's it's a protection measure for everyone

concerned, I think.

MS GOBBO: Well, it's not protection for me. It might be for

you.

Well, it certainly is for us, but I mean, obviously

we ..........

Sandy

......... it is for you and I - I guess I’m not 

guana go and try and sell the whole concept but at the 

end of the day, one of the big problems we’ve had 

historically with people who had information that we want 

to use is oftentimes they're promised things and the 

police just can't deliver.

But I don't want anything.

02-21803838-210905
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SiMCtyWMfe'O

No. Well, that’s - - -

MS GOBBO: What do I want?

That’s ideal for us, but by the same token down 

the track, if you do say, ’’Well, the police promised 

this, they promised that, promised the other," you know 

there’s a record there of what was said.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, but - - -

You might not think that serves you much

but - - ~

MS GOBBO: Why would X want to disclose to anyone ever in 

Victoria or Australia that I’m speaking to you?

At this point of time, I can’t see any reason 

why you would want to do that but experience - - -

MS GOBBO: But how would ~ how would I ever?

StMyWMvO ...... < . , . . . ... ... , ,well, you’ve dealt with police tor long enough,

you've dealt with people that have worked with the police 

often enough to know that those sort of relationships 

often start for the right reasons and end up usually 

somebody is - not usually, but occasionally somebody is 

dissatisfied, so - - -

MS GOBBO: Yeah, I guess more so though where people are -

02-21803838-210905 21
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people have said, you know - or have got out on bail or

have said, ’’Indemnify me for whatever I've done,” or.

"Give me a suspended sentence.

SaiWy WMte-O

Mm.

MS GOBBO: It's in those ~ it seems to be more recently in

tnose circumstances, ou know what you mean.

Whsfef-Q

: Yeah. Look, it’s really so there’s a clear 

record of the conversations. You're a little bit unique 

- not entirely unique but insofar as the fact that most 

of our clients are people who have got a big hammer 

hanging over their head and they need some help. You're 

not in that category at all and you obviously are a lot 

better educated.

MS GOBBO: I’m just concerned about my I’m only concerned

about my safety.

SarayWifciJ

MS GOBBO: And ~ and this being - I'm. not able to be somehow 

found out about by anybody. I mean, those two blokes that 

were there, Dale Flynn I do trust. Those two other

blokes, no

Sandy WfcteCS

Yeah. Well, all I can say to you on that score

is as time progresses, you ~ you will make your own 

judgment, whether you think you're being professionally

02-218038
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MS GOBBO: And likewise you will with me.

Yeah, exactly. But - - -

And I understand that’s a learning - that’s a ~ for

any situation, it’s a trust-building thing,

Teah. I’m sure Tony would say trust has got to 

be earned and can’t be given and it's essentially right.

But, look ~

MS GOBBO: Which is - - -

White-#

- - - nobody else is going be involved in

this with the exception of one other person, in my eyes

rib ';<jU.i5i3o'* x ep.

Santdy Wfc3&-<3

; Right. There won't be any investigators from

MDID, there won't be any investigators from St Kilda

Road, there won’t be any other policemen involved in the 

relationship with you unless you choose to speak to Stev.

MS GOBBO: Not a - - -

* - - - Stuart or any of those people and I’m

advising you that you don’t.

MS GOBBO: Not a chance.

02-21803838-210905 23
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Sanity Wwte-O

From last Friday, all those people - - -

Pefcjf Sffsi8M3

That1s

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Sancty Whfte-0

- - - or - or people , . . > see us meeting

see us meeting,

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Sandy WtesO

And that might seem a little bit over the tap on 

occasions but it's for your security ......... we get to 

go house in a reasonably secure sort of fashion. You’re 

the one that’s at risk. So, yeah, we'll take all those 

steps to make sure that things don't go bad.

What about in terms of, like, daybooks and diaries

and things? If, you know - I always worry about them

being subpoenaed, looked at.

Accidentally you give that page, my name's in it.

02-21803838-210905
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X :S .■ I •

That sort of stuff.

f’>andY 

Your name doesn't appear anywhere. That’s ~

that’s the first thing. I'm not gonna explain how the

system works.

And I*to not asking you.

But I’ll - I’ll give you that guarantee that

your name is not going to appear anywhere.

MS GOBBO: And likewise, I'm not putting this in my diary.

SanSy VWM

: Well, that’s a matter for you. I :mean, you

don't even know who we are, I suppose, so it’s not

MS GOBBO: That’s right. It was just out of - imagine me 

saying to someone* however ......... to come* "I met 

with these two people. They didn’t even give me real 

names, I don’t even know if they were police.’' They'd 

just think I was the greatest imbecile walking.

Sandy Whte-O | Well* that’s not the reason behind it but I can

see what you’re saying.

MS GOBBO: Seriously, they would think I was a complete

spastic
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SQ 1? 3 3 1. .L y WiW. whs.t, W<3 gunna

I guess eventually you'll tell me

SarcwiyWwte-O

Well, who we are is - yeah, maybe that might, be

ase, but here we are and we're people that have been 

entrusted to make sure that you're managed properly and

to - to ~ ~

GOBBO; It sounds like

Sandy 'iMfSe-O

GOBBO;

Sandy Wiafe-O

Yeah, exactly.

Yeah

Exactly.

MS GOBBO: And I just hope that all the links - however many 

links there are - are people that rtry clients can’t get to 

or haven’t got themselves AWOL somewhere, and I don’t 

know the - I really don’t know the answer to that ’cause 

I don’t know who are on their payroll.

Sandy Whifcr-Q

: I'd like to be able to sit here and say to you

that that’s just not possible but - - -

MS GOBBO: Oh - - -

nwrf, Wnite-O ; _

: ~ - - I couldn't say that in all honesty.,

02-21803838-210905 28
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MS GOBBO: He’s a bloke who knows lots of things about - he 

just has avenues - I don’ t even know where . . . .. .... he 

comes up with information or knowledge, but it just

astounds me,

Sandy Well, we’ve taken certain steps because

made some overtures to a number of people

. rumours - --- --

MS GOBBO: Of course.

3amiyw«e-o | - - - so we’ve taken steps to sort of stop al

that ......... so we’re quite ......... the knowledge

of you talking to us is limited to a to an extremely

small group and anybody that thought that you might talk

just trying to fish for information from police.

Oh, well, that wasn’t the case at all.

Sandy »■()

but we said to them we - - -

Peter saw* o

No, but hopefully they’ll think that now though.

Pardon?

Wte-O __i^e CcSR L. “ “■ “■

PeterSmSh-0 , _I Hopefully anyone else who knew about it will think

02-21803838-210905
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MS GOBBO: Oh, O.K., yeah.

Ssrjfiy Whited!

: Do you understand what we’re saying about - -

MS GOBBO: Yeah, I do.

We can’t afford to have policemen saying, ”0h, 

Nicola Gobbo'a made an approach to talk about Tony 

Mokbel." We just can’t afford that.

MS GOBBO: Jesus Christ.

PetsrSmSfi-O

Mm, yeah, understand - - -

Sandy White-O

: So any policeman that did think that now thinks 

that Nicola Gobbo is working for Tony Mokbel, trying to 

find out .........

MS GOBBO: ......... that’s an even worse rumour te be around

* ^erl ~

MS GOBBO: “ ~ - I can’t control what people think,

SiasKty 'A'hifks-D , . . , . ....... — t’nar one was alreaoy one there. That .has 

been out there for quite some time.

MS GOBBO: It’s quite the - it’s been quite the opposite
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though

ww-0
: I know we touched on this the other day

but ~ ~ -

Ol'o well, that’s because he promotes that rumoa:

IWWIvO

Yeah

MS GOBBO: You know he's got a Jekyll and Hyde side? No, he 

really is, like Jekyll and Hyde. Last week I was ready 

to kill him; yesterday he was quite nice.

PsterSoWO

j: Hopefully we'll, be easier to deal with.

Satrcfy

Past tense.

MS GOBBO: ......... and I still think it was him that ripped 

my letterbox off.

Sandy WhftM?

: So ......... the course of today and maybe 

tomorrow, depending on your availability ......... a few 

days and, yes, ?ust try and pack your brains about wnat 

you know about the whole Mokbel family. The other day 

when we spoke, you obviously had a lot of information and 

you did most of the talking, then it all sort of spilled 

out, but there's a lot of things you said that we'd like 

to follow up on.

MS GOBBO: Well, ask. I mean, I've got nothing to hide about

02-218038
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it, so ask away.

!SswayiMiite<■

: Well, what we'll do is we'll just probably go 

back to the start and work out chronologically from there

but I'll - - -

MS GOBBO: But I guess you've got to work through whatever 

sources or avenues you've got to see whether anything 

that I'm saying is correct or incorrect or where it's 

come from.

: oh, that’s for us to worry about, I mean, we just

- you let us know what you know about the particular 

aspects of the activities, what you know, what you - what 

you believe or what you feel and - and we’ll take it from 

there. You don't have to worry about - - -

MS GOBBO: No, I’m not going to.

p Don't worry about anything like that. I mean - - -

No• And

Tell - tell the truth as you know it and we'll -

we’ll - we'll sort the rest out, but

And in - I suppose over a period of time you’ll get

to a point where you think, "She's definitely not here

fishing for him.

IW

O.K., good. But the - I think it was mentioned
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last time
Sandy White-

or |just said now - we - we don

you won’t be meeting investigators. We don't

investigate. We'll be talking to you.

: Any action that ~ that police take from that will 

be information obviously passed on to our office and 

it’ll be done in such a way that - well, the person who 

gets information will not even know that it came through 

a person giving information to police. It'll be very 

sanitised and - and certainly obviously to protect you, 

even to protect the fact that someone’s - someone else is 

involved.

Psstei S“»<;

So that’s ~ I think it's important that you - that 

you know that that’s how we ~ how we operate.

MS GOBBO: I assumed that you'd have to do something like that

DSCdUSS “

X & 3 h f Y S3 cl II *

MS GOBBO: - - - otherwise it could be - it could be something 

tracked back to me.

Peter

MS GOBBO: And I meant what I said last week, I would just - 
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this goes against lots of things that I believe in, but 

at the same time I'm doing it because of the things I 

believe in - ~ -

PstH SBSttf-0
Mm

MS GOBBO: - - - which have got lost along the way, but. I would 

be murdered, very - just no question about it. Even it 

took years to track me down, I hid somewhere, it wouldn't

IW

MS GOBBO* Because this is a person who has - who I’ve always

said that that is what he will do to me.

Sandy White-O

: So there’s a. lot of questions I could ask about

that but I don't want to jump ahead of ourselves.

Peter Srnftfto)

No, let's try and start at the beginning.

So I’ll turn the tape-recorder on and we’ll just 

start working back through the history of it.

r^tef &TS&V-O

Yep.

>B0: And you assure me that no-one’s getting copies of 

that?

Samly W»S&-C)

I guarantee you that nobody will get copies of 

this and this sits in a place that there’s four people
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know where it sits --- five, all working

MS GOBBO: Serious? Five people though?

Ssjjriy WTsite-O

All work in ray office, all doing - all

MS GOBBO: Secret schoolwork.

: And there’s - there's a lot more to the security 

aspect than we're going to tell you.

MS GOBBO: I don't want to know.

b But - but it's highly, highly secure.

MS GOBBO: I’ve got because it just sounds absurd,

but anyway - - ~

Sartdy Whjte-G _: Ask away. We'll answer it if we can answer it; 

if we can't, we'll tell you we can’t.

MS GOBBO: Mo, just - I’m just saying, look, just look at it 

from another point of view. You talk to two people, you 

don't even know who they are, don’t know real names, 

don't know where they’re from and they're saying to you, 

"Don’t worry, trust us. It’ll be O.K."

Sandy

Peter Srndfi-O

: All right. Based on the assumption that you're
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MS GOBBO: i have go

As of * r *♦*,*♦> , of last, year?

MS GOBBO: Yeah,

WTsite-O

: ......... bow’d you find that out  . . .

MS GOBBO:

Sandy White-O

f ........ . being row, so - - ~

MS GOBBO: Blood - yeah, bleed clot, blood clot to the brain.

Peter SiWt-O Min

Smdy White O

: So is there any other sort of damage?

When I a® really, really tired, the side of my face

&w!y White-O

|: Yep.

MS GOBBO: And ......... I get - repeat myself, like, repeat 

the words and I get much more tired than I used to and 

I'm not supposed to expose myself to stress,

Sandy WhiteX) Right. Weil m ~ -
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0: But I’m doing a good job of it.

k *

MS GOBBO: And the only other thing is I used to have a very, 

very pinpoint memory of ~ you know, I could remember 

dates, specific conversations with, you know, the 

details, the nitty-gritty. The period before my stroke, 

I can remember - like, I could remember the fact of 

something but the - the dates or the years or the details 

a bit out of kilter and I’ve had that ~ that’s - I never 

had that problem before my stroke. My neurologist just 

says, "Look, it's something that may never improve. Your 

brain ~ it was the equivalent of a Mack truck hitting 

your brain and we can’t explain why - why you - why you 

recovered enough to completely speak and be as articulate 

as you used to be, but equally we can’t explain why the 

part of your brain that was hit. was that which controls 

speech, but at the same time you've got memory issues and 

the effect of slurring words," not from drinking but from 

being exhausted.

sanaywse-o

Sc it may never change but it doesn’t matter

Sartdy White-O

I think you lose your memory when you get older

MS GOBBO: So they say.
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SandyWhjte-O

fWrSfFKfiiO ।

Sawfly Whitest ,I know ....... . .

Refer Srte&O , ,Perhaps first can I ]ust clear up a tew - a few 

housekeeping matters and I think we'll probably both feel 

better for it. What- where are you living?

MS GOBBO; Melbourne,

Puts! SW»MJ What's the address?

MS GOBBO; flHHB ■■ Street

Peter Smf&"Ci

Right, Is that the big high ~ is that the 

high-rise one or is that a - - -

MS GOBBO: No, it’s a five-storey one

Peter SfnSh-O

Right, O.K. How long you been there?

MS GOBBO: A year and a half or two - nearly two years.

Peter Smtth-O

No worries. And what’s your home phone?

MS GOBBO: Don’t have one

Peter Srrete-O

Don’t have one at all?
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MS GOBBO: No.

Ptsfeir Sfnati-O

Never had. one?

MS GOBBO: Never had one.

R&rSnti&O < . u .. . .: G.K. do you/ve got the - just the one mooile?

MS GOBBO: No, two, both in my name -

fJeterSm«,O

Two, O.K, And, what, how do you differentiate the 

usege ?

MS GOBBO: Oh, well, it originally started off that I was gonna 

have ~ it’s a saga but I may as well tell you. X had an 

04 - which I’we had for about six years or

something.

>BO: Then I changed to ~ got another number. I was on an 

Orange contract and Orange had this thing where you could 

have a home number and a - - -

Peter

Mm’hm.

GOBBO; - - - Orange number and Talkcone and all this crap.

They - a client of mine who worked for Orange got me to 
have a new number and the idea was that the ||||||||||||| number 

was gunna be a personal mobile and the number was 
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going to be the work number and the idea was I was going 

to turn, the work phone off at 6.00 - this is a plan which 

never worked •• ••• ■•

Peter SmiftO

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - and the other phone was gunna be at night ~ 

really at night-time, 'cause I've never had a home phone, 

not -- not: for about - ~ -

F£fef Snrfo-<2

Mm'hm.

GOBBO: - - - three or four years. It drove me insane, 

having two mobiles around, madness, because people were 

ringing the old number, the new number, they were trying 

the old one on when they couldn't get the new one. It 

just defeated the purpose.

I:w

SBO: Now I - I still use both now because I’m not on 

Orange any more. Now I'm Optus, but when I - the other 

reason why I kept the old one was because Orange doesn’t 

go overseas, so if I ever went interstate or overseas, I 

couldn’t take the number. Now I can because it's

on Optus but up until - - -

- - - August last year, I couldn't
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Peter Smilh-O So you're still using both of those?

MS GOBBO: I - now I’m using both of them because - - -

Peter Smtn-0 Mm.

MS GOBBO: - - - the phone doesn't have a hands-free. So
if I’m returning - like, I'll often return people's calls 
when I'm driving and if I don't have hands-free, I use 
the other one - - -

Peter Smrtti-O

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: - —■ which is on hands-free and that's also on the 
plan. But they're both in my name, so - - -

Peter Smith O

So, sorry, what's the number that I - I don't have 
then?

MS GOBBO: It's^J- - -

Peter Smith O : Yeah.

MS GOBBO: ------ - -

Peter Smith-O

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO:

Peter Smrth-O

I won't ring it.
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0: No, you can. That’s - that's - that’s the number 

that the Drug Squad rang when they claimed that they 

didn’t have my mobile number.

Peter SfnSh-O

MS GOBBO: Which was I think done on purpose, but it doesn't

PeteSmffihO

got my number recorded in

or somethingIs it underyour phone?

peter

Peter srntihOPeter Spy&iG All right.

I dunno

Fete; Sf else looks at your phone

does that look?

about that to them r t

they

MS GOBBO: If anyone asked ~

fwsrSmiMS If someone cracks the shits with you while they're

hawing lunch perhaps or whatever

Yeah, or what do you say

All right. How have you

No, I don’t. If someone

Pieter Srnj8h<5 
« n
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0: Yean.

: - ™ - you know, the wrong person locks at it. and

says, "What the hell's this?" what do you say about who 

that person is?

MS GOBBO: I haven't even though about anything, so ~ ~ -

Pc4fif$rrsiJM>

; Yeah. It’d be worth doing so and it might be worth 
j|||||||||||||||||||||^^ ~ you won’t offend me,

whatever - whatever you think, but maybe something more
Psfei &W1-0 

appropriate or - it doesn't have to be or

something - something you can remember, just - you may 
not even need to use it, |[|||||^^

|||||||||||||j I must say you’d  potential 

einb a r r a s s me nt.

MS GOBBO: x a s. a *

Sm«hO

The other thing I was going to mention and as 

said, you're obviously a different kettle of fish to a 

lot of people we deal with, but if ~ if we’re ringing ~ 

if I ring and you can't talk,

No, I’ll just sa like, the other day ~ yesterday

when you rang me -

PeW SfJis!h-<5

|: Yeah.

41
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MS GOBBO': - - - Tony was sitting probably 40 centimetres from 
me.

Peter Sfreth-O That's right.

MS GOBBO: And you know how when you're talking on a mobile, 
sometimes people - - -

Peter Smith O

Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: - - - if they’re sitting close enough to you, they
can hear?

Polar smrtrpO

Yeah.

MS GOBBO1: So I'll just have to - - -

Peter Smith O

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - think of something.

Peter Smith O

MS GOBBO: But

Peter Smith O No, no, it just can't. It'd be better if it was
but at this stage, yeah - oh, well, perhaps I'll have to
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’ hut wriatever you if you can ■■■■ if you

can deal with that

MS GOBBO: I'm getting .........

Fete* saw*

: Yeah. But, for example, if ~ if - when you ring my 

phone. I’ll ~ I’ll just always say hello.

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Peter snwo

f So if anyone ever did get to ring that number, 

’re not going to get very far before they explain 

themselves.

MS GOBBO: i don't know anyone ..

Peter Sflteh-O

you’ve got the Beamer registered to you. Have you got

any otrier cars ?

MS GOBBO: No.

No worries. Any other properties or addresses 

where you - where you - that are listed in your name or 

where you go?
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0: No. I mean, I own rental properties but nowhere

I ~ - -

Peter SmsfeO

: That's the office you’re talking about, the - - -

MS GOBBO: Office Street, Port Melbourne, which  

is where I used to live.

fw- srnaMj

I: Right, O.K. And what - what address is on your 

licence?

MS GOBBO: work.

Peter Sfrtte-O

Right.

MS GOBBO: The car’s registered to work.

Peter SroSvO

Yeah, yeah, I understand.

MS GOBBO: My 

Peter SrrjiteO ... ,
.L D n S C SI £ t. X‘'S B t. *

MS GOBBO: No, Nilliam Street.

IW SniSh-v

; William Street.

MS GOBBO: m|Killiain which I' ve told .........

Piste, SIMM

: (Coughs) excuse me. How long since you've lived at
^■■1 S t r e e t ?
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old

PstesfSant a*-#

aao,

Right

fW $rr$ft-<>
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name because I don't have anyone to put ’em in.

PstaSnstli-O

Yeah, O.K.

MS GOBBO: I don’t say that from a criminal point of view, from 

a - - -

jf&ciri *

MS GOBBO: - - - self-employed insured point of view it would 

be nice to have them in - - ~

MrM>O

: Right.

MS GOBBO: - - - someone's name rather than my own.

Refer SrntfM?

: Yeah, yeah. Without getting too personal, I guess

I need to ~ you’ve obviously got your clients who are of 

concern; what about family and close - close friends, not 

in your sort of work circle, have you got many of those?

MS GOBBO: I’ve got a few very good ernes.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, who are not - you know, not connected with the 

law and not criminals.

Peter SfTWtfi-G

: 0«K.

MS GOBBO: Not that I know of anyway.
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FteferS?jjfth-£>

: O.K., all right. Like, do they - they come to your

MS GOBBO: No, no-one comes to my house.

Peter 'Sm^rpO

Yeah? All right What

MS GOBBO: . .... the listening devices inside my house.

They would have worn out the warrant a long time ago, if 

there was a warrant. No-one comes there.

Peter Srre&tO

MS GOBBO: All right, well, very rarely I drag a bloke home 

there, but very rarely .........

t’eferSrrWiO

: What - what - apart from

Peter SfnSfi-O

|: Ha ha. What - apart from work ~ no, I won't 

pre-guess the answer, apart, from work, what do you do 

with yourself?

in recent times - - -

Peter SrmifoO

: Yeah,

- - - not much.
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That ’ s how it appears but

MS GOBBO: Pardon? That’s - - -

Peter Srfs&-t>

: That’s how - that's how it appears from what you’ve 

said so far, but ~ ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

- - - surely you've got - you must go somewhere, 

you do something?

MS GOBBO: Oh, drink on a Friday.

peter aw, o 

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: I dunno. Look, I •- I think my life is - has been 

right out of control since - since I got sick.

: Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: Before that, I was at least here, there and 

everywhere. I actually ......... socialise, 1 had - 1 

was going to the gym. It has been a long road back.

MS GOBBO: And I think - look, I think the other thing is that 

the cases I've got at the moment are just .......... I 

know I ~ I'm not working as efficiently as I used to 

because I've got a million things on my mind ~ - -

02-21803838-210905
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peter ssnmo

MS GOBBO: ~ ~ ~ and I get nore tired than I used to. I 

recognise that, but at the same time, I dunno what 

happens to time every day. 

a। When you’re busy, that's how it goes, isn’t it?

MS GOBBO: Well, true. Like, last night I got out of gaol at 

7.00 or 7.00 ~ whatever time it was, went back to work. 

Some guy came who was looking at my car because - it’s a 

long story but - - -

jw, wr,(h- o

Mu GOmBO: ™ — — ,l ’ d .Like: to sell tne car.

|: Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: And then I worked until about ” I think I got home 

at about 11 o'clock, went straight to sleep - or, like, 

midnight I was asleep, got up at 6.00, I was at work by 

7.00.

Rster StWf-o ,

f Mm.

Had our first . at 7.30.

Peter snwi-o

Yeah. So your - your work schedule is - - -
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horrific

fMsiSrteSj.0

......... out a fair bit of your day, yeah. All

right.

MS GOBBO: And a lot of it is taken up with the bullshit which

is people who will not speak to me on the phone.

Peter Smf&b-O

MS GOBBO: Who've got to come and see me. Three-quarters of 

are drug dealers and they don't ever - - -

Peter ShkSi-O Mau

MS GOBBO: They - like, normal people say, ”1’11 see you at

6 o’clock.” They’re there at 6,00. These people don't 

even turn up at 6.00, let along ring me.

Peter Smf8>-0

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Like, their definition of '’after lunch” ~ my 

definition of ’’after lunch” is 1 o'clock. Their 

definition is like that guy who rang on Saturday night.

8 o’clock he rang me.

After lunch.

MS GOBBO: I said, "Is this" - I did say to him on the phone, 

"Well, that’s good, David, it’s after lunch, but hello?"

92-21803838-210905
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Peter Smite-O
: Mm, all right. So you’ve got a busy - - -

MS GOBBO: Anyway - - -

■ „ ... .. busy work life. It doesn't allow much for

socialising by the sound of it at this stage.

MS GOBBO: Kell, I have to make some changes.

: Mm.

MS GOBBO; And one of the changes is to potentially find or 

investing in a business.

Peter Srnilh-O t , „ . . , ,: feah, you mentioned tnat*

MS GOBBO: And it’s what my counsellor wants me to do - - -

• Mm.

MS GOBBO^: o have another source of income that is

not directly dependent on my brain because

Peter |: Mm.

MS GOBBO: - - - shg fears that the - that’s why I’m not 

supposed to have any stress, because the two years 

following a stroke is the highest risk time for another 

one. I’m not affected by any of the normal factors, like 

high blood pressure or anything like that. Just 

statistically - - ~ 
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MS GOBBO: It was ironic because the Friday was the 22nd and I

went to see my GP and he prescribed me some very strong

antibiotics for this infection and - and he said to me, 

’’Look,” he said, "it looks appalling. Take a stack of 

these pills. Go get the prescription filled, take ’em 

all,” and he said, ”If it gets any worse,” because I’ve 

got a device inserted in my heart from my heart surgery, 

he said, "you need to go straight to the - straight to 

the Epworth.” I said ~ I remember saying to him, ”1 

can’t go to the Epworth. I can’t go there. This is the 

anniversary weekend,” and that Saturday, the next night, 

my mother drove me to the Epworth. They said that was my 

......... not going anywhere.

he device in your heart is that to do

®0: Yeah. I had a hole in my heart and an aneurism in 

my heart and they think that the clot came off the 

aneurism but no-one can really be sure and no-one can 

explain why it happened when it did. So they ~ I had 

heart surgery late last, year and they inserted an 

umbrella-like device - - -

satwiywse-o

Mm’hm.

- - - which opened tip and sealed the aneurysm and

the hole.

Right. That stays there forever, I take ft?
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MS GOBBO: Yep, but a bit experimental because no-one knows - 

it’s only been done for 10 years so no-one knows long

Refer SircSt.-G'

I was just about to say, rather than think about 

the first anniversary, you need to be thinking about

looking forward to that 10th year anniversary.

I need to make changes in w life.

Min. O.K. Just to get o get an idea of your work

environment - I know be -

we’ll be meeting you there or going there, so - - -

Fefer - - ~ how many people in your office have you got

MS GOBBO: No, no, just me.

Refer SnwiMs : Just you, yeah.

ReferSmf&i-O

You mentioned a girl at one stage I think last 

time. Have you got a girl that works for you or - - ~

MS GQBBQ* My receptionist?
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Peter $rrs®»-O

Oh, just a receptionist;, is it?

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Peter farefeo

Does she do a number of ~ a number of people in the

building, so she’s .........

MS GOBBO: Yeah, ’cause people that ring from - or people that

ring that general number will get put through to either

my office number - -

Peter Smiih-O

MS GOBBO: - - - or if I’m not there, mobile.

Peter MM>

O.K, That's probably enough about you at this 

stage, unless you think there's anything we need to know 

about you in particular that you may not ~ that's of 

importance to us about ~ no. Think about it. Think 

about it and - so obviously there's a - a main person we 

need to talk about. Now, just when you’re talking about 

different investigations or matters that have happened to 

him, with - with - well, I don’t know how - how good
| is but I’m briefed to a minimal degree to get the 

general idea of who is some of the players in a 

particular job and things like that. But - but keeping 

in mind we weren’t the investigators involved in those - 

in those jobs, so if you need to give us detail to 

clarify certain points, you know, feel free to do so, but 

without getting bogged down, just keep in mind we’re not 

the guys who do the jobs. We need to ~ we can go and 
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check things of course but are you saying - you say that 

in a simplistic way, a lot of your troubles go away if he 

goes in, Tony goes in.

MS GOBBO: Um

Peter Sm»r<i

: We'd -be happy to facilitate that but we’d be - we'd

be also looking to maximise that.

MS GOBBO: Is that why he can drive at 200 kilometres an hour 

down the road every day and nobody pinches him ’cause 

it's not wroth it?

Peter 3Snw®h- O Oh, well, you’d thing if some Toggles was there

they’d pull, him over, surely.

GOBBO: Go, no, no, his answer to that is he knows he’s off.

He says, "I know my car's off, I know I'm off because 

normal people can’t drive like this but I can because

they're not gunna pinch me 'cause they need to be out,

following me.

Peter SffiHfr-0

|: But then

he gunna say:

he gets puled over and booked, what’s

Who know?

Peter SnW<-O

t ’’They were watching me, so they pulled me over.

MS GOBBO: Probably try and bribe the copper .........
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Mir, all righ et’s talk about him. He's on

bail, a million, mi.1lion ba i1. Who put that up, h i s

brother's wife? that right?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, not not originally, but now, yes.

Peter He's got - he's get these conditions,

Is he - he’s sticking to those, is he?

GOBBO: fell, 1 dunno about the "not commit further

offences”. That's

fW SrtTfigt-O

That’s - that's - that's fairly loose, that one, I

think,

But, yeah, I think ~ look, as far as I know he is

because every time he wants to go interstate or change

his address - - -

fifes’ Smdh-O
: Mm

- - - he does - we end up doing bail variations.

Yeah. But he has to because his high profile,

MS GOBBO: Yeah. I mean, when he - he’s only - I think he’s

only failed to report or forgotten to report once or
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twice and both times -

fMH »■<> Mrs.

MS GOBBO: - - - he’s rung me straightaway

Peter JSrre&i-O : Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - as soon as he - like, the next morning or as 

soon as he remembers.

maSneSh-O : Mm.

MS GOBBO* And I’ve rung the informant.

Pete Sasftxl |I: What is it with his - his - it appears to me, a 

person a bit on the outside of just - say - say just with 

the media, he’s a bit of a self“promoter, isn’t he?

Isn't he?

GOBBO*: Egotistical?

Peter

I’m - I’m asking. I dunno. Is that - is that the 

word for him? What’s he - - -

MS GOBBO: Yeah, but I think arrogance is ......... and I’ve 

seen both sides of him. He’s really .......... he goes 

through the megalomaniac kind, of - a very frightening 

individual - - -

Peter

| Mm.

02~21803838~210905 58
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1BB0: ~ ~ to like a little lamb.

And what ~ what makes him change?

don’t know. I

fWfBMK)

: There’s no - nothing obvious, it's just a - - -

MS GOBBO: Yeah, I just think, like, sometimes when you - like, 

I dunno, human motivation when you want something.

: Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: When you feel needy, when you feel vulnerable. I 

don't think he can read. I've sat with him many times 

when - and I’ve had to get instructions ......... 

transcripts, and I really don’t think he can read. I 

think he relies upon other people telling him wants in 

something or the detail.

Peter Smf&-0

: What’s his - just a few general questions first, if 

you don’t mind. What’s his family life like?

MS GOBBO: Well, he's separated or divorced. He’s got a son 

and a daughter, 12, 13, something ~ -

Mt Smtei-O

With - with him or not?

MS GOBBQ: No.
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Peter

: No.

MS GOBBO: With his ex.

: Yep, What s her name?

MS GOBBO: Ca rme 1,

ftetef£tersift»-O

: Right.

MS GOBBO: And he’s got - he lives with his girlfriend or 

de facto, Danielle McGuire.

Peter Sit8®?-O

Right.

MS GOBBO: And she’s got

Peter SmithO v. ..Heard, chat name somewhere, yean.

MS GOBBO: - - - ll-year-old. daughter.

Peter . ..Ana is he tne xarner?

MS GOBHO;: No, no.

Peter Srra&t-O 

No, O.K. So, sorry, how long’s he been with

Danielle, about?

MS GOBBO:: Be for about - when he was arrested on 24th of 

August 2001, I think he was with her for about ~ after 

Mark Moran was murdered 'cause she was with Mark before

02-21803838-210905 60
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Tony.

(MsiSrafcO

Mrs.

MS GOBBO: He was murdered in June 2000, so - - -

Peter S"<M

MS GOBBO: - - - some - some time late 2G00. But in between 

that, she went to gaol for 18 months for drug 

trafficking.

U.K. Ana wnat ones - does she ao anything:

MS GOBBO: Work?

Peter

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Oh, she’s recently been doing hair extensions.

Peter 8n¥te<3

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: No idea. It’s called Hollywood Hair or something 

like that.

Peter

Do you know what area?

MS GOBBO; No, I think - I don't know. I’ve never seen, a 

business card, but she goes mobile, like, home to home.

I don’t think - I don’t think - well, not that I know of, 

there’s no shopfront.

02-21803838-210905 61
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>’*»<>

|: Yep, O.K. And does Tony Facebook chat?

MS GGBBQ: To her?

Retef SmitthO Y. h«

MS GOBBO: I don't think so. I don’t think so, not where I’m 

concerned but I don’t - I mean, I don’t know first - 

first-hand - - -

i: Yeah,

MS GOBBO* - - ~ with him, but from what I hear - - -

ftiter Srro&tO

Yeah, that's what I’m asking you, yeah.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, from what I. ~ ~

PeWSWIfl-O

: Does he - he gets around town or does he - - -

MS GOBBO: From what I hear ~ ~ ~

: - - - have - got other girlfriends that you know

about ?

MS GOBBO: No, no, but if you believe the rumours, I’m one of

Pete*

Right.

02-21803838
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’11’. 1 S HOT CDS C3S6

FWSrnSh-Q

Yes

MS GOBBO : And »»»d| one o.f them>

Right,

Sandy White-O

She is?

MS GOBBO: Bell, if you believe the rumours.

SawJy WfftteO

Rumours <.

MS GOBBO:

What - what do you think of that?

think there’s probably some - -

fWrSmil>i-o

Something perhaps in it?

Probably.

Right.

But have I seen it with my own eyes, no.

IW

: Yeah. But it - have you seen them cut together 

anywhere or would they be - ~ -
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0: Um - - -

SmSh-O „ „ „ alone or io groups?

MS GOBBO: I haven’t seen them out together but 

have been.

• You’ve heard about that? They've b> 

somewhere?

MS GOBBO: ve heard and I’ve heard from her.

Oh, O.K. What about any other spec 

females-wise that he would - he would see

>BO: I dunno. There was soineone he's bee: 

with a few weeks - or not a few weeks, ab< 

months ago because he said to me that his 

girlfriend -----

I Mm

MS GOBBO:    caught him there and - - -

fWSSWlil-O

$BO: ......... I understand he said ~ ' 

me, "if anyone ever asks you for a line, 

dinner with me" - at some ~ I can't even 

restaurant it was and I said, "Why?"

I know they 

sen seen

ific people, 

perhaps?

a - he went out

3Ut a couple of 

girlfriend’s
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(Wsf: :n we-! ;

; Mm.

MS GOBBO: And he said, "Oh, because Danielle’s girlfriend," 

who's never - apparently is someone who’s never met me, 

doesn* t mow wnax 1 loom .rime — — ~

MerSmSSi-O

Mm

- - - and whoever he was with, he introduced whoeve

he was having diner with as me.

IW

Mhich wouldn’t help the rumours about you seeing

him - - -

MS GOBBO: No.

sws«w»k) j|: people just hear but don’t see it.

MS GOBBO: It is - it’s his ego.

JWerSneifiO

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: There’s people in Port Phillip Prison who tell me 

that it is still a very strong rumour out there.

msrSrreSi-o <j: Mm.

MS GOBBO; This is, like, three years later, that I was 

sleeping with him when he was in gaol.

ma । _ 5

02-21803838-210905 65
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capable of doing that in professional visits in rooms

that

that is he allows that to fester.

f«eter SmftO Mm

a I don't know, but

: .rrwif. ;

he

business or has he got other interests at - -

God only knows.

Don"1

MS GOBBO: Ra?

Horse racing?

Yeah, you can't ring him between certain times.MS GOBBO:

fWi SjWjO

races ?

1803838-210905 66

'Cause he’ll say to you on the phone, "Races

For wh

do with himself? What's - we'll talk about the - what 

MS GOBBO: That's just an amazing thing. I dunno how you're

fill in a typical day? Is it all to do with the drug 

What does he - in a - in a general sense, what does 

are bugged and taped, but nevertheless - but part of 

me after the last race or 1'11 call you back after."

he's really up to shortly but how ~ what - how would he 
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Peter SniSWO

MS GOBBO: i think - I think it ~ I know he's - - -

|: Is he banned? Is he - can he be banned from 

racecourses?

MS GOBBO: He is banned. He is banned from racetracks.

: Yeah? yeah. In this state?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

I’efcrSrrfcO

Is he? Yep. But obviously he bets on them then.

Is he ~ do you know his bookies?

MS GOBBO: Oh, I dunno - know specifically who he uses. I 

know there's a whole variety of them,

: Right. And do you know any of the names?

No, but I’ve gc them, got some names at work

because I sat through at ATO interview of him where there

was - a list of bookmakers talked about with an ATQ

investigator.

: O.K. And what sort of dough would be going on the 

horses?

Oh
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: Is it - is it just horses or other - other races as 

well, dogs and - - -

.1 think it's just horses.

Fsfej Sraite-O : Horses, yeah. Yeah, how many - - -

MS GOBBO: I really don’t know. Like, I would assume hundreds 

of thousands.

Ptassnwo

: Right.

MS GOBBO: How often or how many days a week I wouldn’t know 

but ■■ ~ ~

Peter

; Yeah.

MS GOBBO: ~ ~ ~ I assume it's a lot of money.

Peter Snifth-i.j »|: O.K, Have you ever been present when he's made a 

bet over the phone?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, but not - I don't know - I don’t know whether 

he’s ringing a bookmaker or ringing someone else to put a 

bet on.

Peter

To do it, O.K.

MS GOBBO: I've certainly been present when he's spoken to 

either a - someone's rung him about a tip or telling him 

- a trainer or somebody.
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FrteSmSSiO

: Yep, O.K.

And every time he gives tips, most of them lose,

teeter Smiih-O

: Ma

don' t

losing ones

don’t - I must be only getting the

Peter SffiS&O What’s he doing - well, that’s the

question as a matter of fact, the appropriate words

there, what's he doing?

>B0; I i wouldn't know the ins and outs of what he's 

doing but I assume, and I’m -■ and I say I don't know, as 

in I don't know first-hand, he wouldn't tell me, but I 

assume from things I hear and things I see that he is 

......... involved in.

Peter Srrete-O

GOBBO: For example, there is a - a guy called .

Peter Smite-O k Jamou?

M.b GOBBO: ,

Pater SteSfsO Right.
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MS GOBBO: Mho is a former client of mine charged with same -■ 

he's got a trial in March next year, so a stupid car 

rebirthing, panels stolen, motor vehicle charge - - -

Peto SmSb-O Mm.,

MS GOBBO: - ~ - that ~ that was a Land Cruiser of SO grand, so 

it’s in the County Court.

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO; I did his committal. But his name was on a search 

warrant, a Commonwealth Crimes Act search warrant which 

was for an importation of some chemical which is a 

precursor to P2P which, according to the material, is a. 

precursor chemical to manufacture ecstasy.

Peter

MS GOBBO: It was a clever importation because it ’was in - it 

was a solvent that was imported from China and apparently 

if you convert the solvent or you put it through some 

process ~ and clearly I’m. not a chemical expert ........

Peter SmSh-O ...,ho.

MS GOBBO: - - - jr. - it becomes methyl~3f whatever it is - - -

PeferSmiih-O 
: Mm’hm,

MS GOBBO: - - - which is a precursor.

02-21803838-210905 70
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IWWCi

Right,

MS GOBBO: Or has the similar ~ has the same chemical 

properties as P2P. Anyway, this guy, the fellow I act 

for is a guy called Steven Spaliviero.

Pater

: Spall - - -

: Spallvaro?

MS GOBBO : S-p-a-1-.-.-v-i-a-r-g ,

Ssrady Whiter

MS GOBBO: R-o. He became a stalker for a while but he seems 

to have dropped off recently.

GOBBO: Yeah. He's bailed to Sydney, thank God, because if

he was bailed to Melbourne, he'd be on my doorstep every

: Mm ’ hm.

And the only reason he’s not ringing any more is

because I said, "You’re an idiot. You are so - so likely 

to be under surveillance and being listened to. Stop 

ringing me, talking about stupid things on the phone.’’ 

When I say "stupid things’', honestly, my - I would - if 

71
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you attached a blood pressure monitor to my arm, I look 

at ~ sometimes I look at the phone and look who’s ringing 

me and my blood pressure I reckon would just go up 

because of the fear about who is ringing and what 

stupidity they’re going to say on the phone.

But if I can give you some medical advice -----

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Petef SmSM?

: - ~ - if you’re worried about your blood pressure

when that occurs ------

MS GOBBO* No, I’m not - no, I'm not - I’m not ..........

Pater
You can't help what people say.

MS GOBBO: No, but - you can't, but I’m horrified thinking of

somebody listening to it. I’m not the one committing the

crime.

Peter .

Mtn

MS GOBBO: But you listen to what they say and I think - - -

PfcterSffti&tO

Ya ah <

MS GOBBO; - - - "Oh, oh.” Anyway - - -

fWtSmSh-O

Anyway, back to Mr ~

02-21803838-210905
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0: ...... the warrant, right. So there's a Crimes Act

Commonwealth warrant for Mr Spaliviero who gets arrested 

in a truck on the way to Wodonga on grand prix weekend 

this year ~ - -

Pete*

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: - - - with a truckload of this solvent. The AFP 

arrest him. They charge him. I get asked to look at the 

charges because they're quite interesting because

P«S:r

MS GOBBO: - - - chemical is in fact not a narcotic and. it's

not a drug of dependence. So the AFP have charged him 

with aid and abet an importation of a tier 1 good. The 

actual solvent doesn’t fit into it being a tier 1 good 

and they’ve also charged him with possession of articles 

with the intent to manufacture and a trafficking charge, 

both of which they can't prove because this - it's an 

amazi ng impor tat ion.

Peter Sffi^rj-0

)f gear.

'hat’s right, very, very clever. Anyway, the

solicitor at the time asks me if I can have a look at the

there was a remand summary and a warrant ’cause he's

too lazy to investigate anything himself. So I play on

the Internet 'cause I don’t understand P2P and - - -
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MS GOBBO: ~ ~ whatever. Anyway, I read the warrant and the -

can't remember which warrant it was 'cause they executed 

a whole lot of warrants in a whole lot of places with 

Crimes Act ~ Commonwealth Crimes Act warrants, they 

always put, you know - it's - they’re much more telling

tLn&n ~ ~ —

Peter Smrth-O

MS GOBBO: - - - any other warrants because they’ve got, you

know, the three - three categories it has to satisfy.

Pete*

GOBBO: And the details of any name - and it’s got about ~

is warrant had about 1 names on it and Jeffrev Jamou

is one of the names. Tony spoke to me after those guy

were arrested ~ must have seen it on the news or whatever

thev had on whatever news.

Mm1hm.

MS GOBBO: Or how - yeah, I don't think he was 

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Whatever. He rings up and he says, ”0h, ah, ah, can 

you speak to Jeff," meaning Jeffrey Jamou.

02-21803838-210905 74
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Mb SrteiMJ
; Mm1 hm

MS GOBBO: And I said ~ ~

Peter Sffiith-O

Sorry, who at. that stage is your client?

MS GOBBO: Yes,

Peter

Yes.

MS GOBBO: I have done the

PbJsf Smt&s-O

Or your - he's already your client, yep

can’t remember ......... some time last

Jetfrey’s co-accused is a guy called Sam

you spell Younan?

Y-O-U-N-A-N.

.t, yep.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, I

f teles SrreShO

Right,

MS GOBBO’: Anyway,

You nan *.

Peter SmSh-0

: Younan.

MS GOBBO: And “ “

ta do

MS GOBBO:: Younan,

Peter SmJft-O
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MS GOBBO: He’s his co-accused. in the car, so - - -

Peter .The car thing which happened a couple of years ago.

MbSrrsthO
f eah.

So Tony says, "Can you talk to Jeff?” I said,

Jeff comes see me and he ~ and Jeff says,

'’I've been speaking to this guy called Erie Chang," or

Chan. Now, Eric Chang or Chan - I can’t think 

which ~ ~ ~

iw SttWfr-o

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: - - - which spelling it is, is also named on the 

warrant and he appears, from my point of view, to be ~ 

although I dunno for sure - - -

MS GOBBO.: - - - the China - the man connected to the actual

Chinese producer of this produc

Peter

Was he the only Asian name on the warrant?

GOBBO Oh, from memory. it’s a long time since I looked at
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' Buts anyway, yean, O.K*

MS GOBBO: Anyway, Jeff comes to see me.

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: And he says, "Oh," you know, "ant I gunna be 

arrested?" I said, "How would I know? But your name's 

on the warrant."

fwrSnrt>43

Mm.

MS GOBBO: "And chances are, you don’t need me to tell you, but 

when people's names are on the warrant, they’re on there 

for a reason." It's not just ~ ~

iw$h&o : Yeah, "Cops know something about you, mate."

MS GOBBO: That's right.

-S'fe IWWO : Yeah.

MS GOBBO: And he ~ obviously he had - I had rung him. up and 

said, "Oh, by the way, Jeff, come and see me 'cause your 

name is on a search warrant."

Pete, swum

MS GOBBO: He had, through Tony, come to see me. I just 

assumed back then - this is going back to late last - 

this year, that he’s ~ you know, people don't have an 
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interest in asking about some court case unless they’ve 

got some vested interest or some involvement in it - or 

in my experience they don’t. Novy the current rumour is

that Jeffrey and Sam are cooking for Tony.

Peter SmftvO

O.K. Where’s that rumour come from?

on t I'm with him

a client

24 hours a day, I don ' t;

MS GOBBO: And nor would he tell me if he was.

fteter

tep.

Peter SmSht-w nd do you believe that - well, have you got any

knowledge indicate they would have the expertise to do

that?
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MS GOBBO: Not off - not - oh, not Saia. Sam is just a dnongo, 

a spastic, he really is, but Jeffrey’s quite clever and 

Jeffrey knew about - I think ~ I think Jeffrey had been - 

one thing that Jeff was worried about was emails that 

he’d sent to Eric. Now, I don’t know whether the police 

ever found any emails or what ~ I don't even know what 

warrants there is on this Eric guy ’cause he's net on the 

brief, he’s not charged, and it’s the AFP. No-one 

......... they really don’t have much of a clue 

sometimes. But this was the third importation. There 

were two previous shipments of this stuff which had come 

into Sydney and net Melbourne and I dunno what 

involvement Jeff had with it but he was ranting and 

raving when he came to sort of see me about the fact that 

it could never be proven to be a drug of dependence. So 

I just - X got the - X walked away thinking, "I really 

don’t want to know because it seems to me that you must 

be somehow be the middle man or importing or doing 

something.”

Are you talking about Spaliviero or -

MS GOBBO: No, no, no, Jeff.

Jeff Jamon.

SaiW, WiiiteO ।

j: Jeffrey's ranting and raving, O.K.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, yeah. No, I later end up acting for Steven 

and doing his bail application.

02-21803838-210905
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pfjfel' STRsth-O

But you’re saying that that may make Jeff a bit

smarter than the average bear.

iBO: He is smarter than the average bear. Now, I dunno, 

because it isn't in the hand-up brief from the AFP, 

whether there were emails or what investigation they did 

when they charged  a guy called. Gregoriades who 

was in the truck with him on the way to Sydney.

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO; Sc they haven’t - as far as I know they haven’t 

charged anybody else, but it seems - I think it's an 

ongoing investigation because - - -

peter Prietep

MS GOBBO: - - ~ they keep sending us new material and new 

statements but then that’s usual with the AFP, so - - -

faster

Mm. So it actually got picked up in Victoria, 

you’re saying?

MS GOBBO: They followed them. They picked 'em up - - -

Peter SrriSvO

■ Right.

Peter

: Yeah. Did they - but. hang on, which way were they

0 z™2.1 a J 38 a d 1. d 90 a 8h
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going?

MS GOBBO: To Sydney.

Pt**

: But didn't you say the gear came to Sydney?

MS GOBBO: Pardon? No, no. The - the product came - the first 

two shipments came to Sydney.

Peter Smite-O Yeah.

MS GOBBO; The third one came to Melbourne.

Peter SrrsWO

|: Right. How long before - how long after it would 

hit - tit Melbourne did they get picked up, do you know?

MS GOBBO: I’ve got a feeling •- it's a long time since I - it's 

a long - it is a while since I read the brief but I think 

it was only, like, a day ~ ~

IWf SfW&k-Q

Ms GOB BO * "" “ "" .bsi.ween ~ “

Pete? SmSh-O 
: Yeah,

MS GOBBO: — ~ when it arrived at the warehouse - ~ ~

O.K,

- - - and when they, you know, quite coincidentally 

21 03838 81
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just happened to be in Melbourne for the grand prix and 

decide to hire a truck.

: I remember reading something in the paper.

MS GOBBO: It was on the front page of the paper, yeah.

iw SftvtMS

Yeah, grand prix, of course, O.K. So Spalivieros?

MS GOBBO: Spaliviero.

: Spaliviero and Younan. Now, I’m just - I’m a bit 

lost, hew we get back to Tony's interest in these people.

MS GOBBO: Well, this was an example which was   

Jeffrey Jamon back in - I mean, why on earth is this 

bloke ringing me up saying, "Can I come and talk to you? 

and then comes to see me and wants to know about what 

evidence there is against someone else and whether I 

think he's gunna be arrested?

Tony’s asking y on the s e t h i ng s ?

MS GOBBO: Tony is asking, "Can I speak to Jeff?"

Peter J&nSfrO —|: Oh-----

MS GOBBO: And Jeff comes to see me.

Peter SnaSh-43

I see, so he's - right. Mta’hm. Have you see any 

other or know of any other connections between Tony and

02-21803838-210905 82
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Jamou? It's an obvious one, know, but

MS GOBBO: I think their ~ I think their connection goes a long 

way back because when Jeff was charged with this Land 

Cruiser thing, it might - might have been late 2002 or 

seme time in 2003, I remember Tony ringing me about it 

and saying, "Oh, a friend of mine's just been arrested by 

the Stolen Motor Vehicle Squad and they’re saying they 

won't give his car back and they’re saying the car's 

stolen and he’s in the" - like, "having a filing hearing 

and why is he having a filing hearing? How come it’s not 

just a normal court case?’’ and then - I mean, I didn’t 

get - he had a solicitor. I didn't get involved.

msr Sn®h-O

GOBBO: And then months later I ended up drafting a. form 8A

and then doing a committal which ink was early last

year.

Peter

MS GOBBO: So I?m ™ there., I dunno where he ,,

me - - -

Peter SfFiSh'C |: Yep.

- - - or what their real connection is but they've

known each other at least a couple of years.
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MS GOBBO: This Jeff bloke hangs off him. Does Jeff have a 

real job? Not that I know of.

Peter

: Jeff Jamon hangs off Tony?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, worships him.,

Peter Sn«iO

So he’s not a very good judge of character.

MS GOBBO: No.

: All right.. What about ~ - -

MS GOBBO: Sam and I, we used to talk but I can't talk to him 

any more because he's just a disgraceful human being. He 

and I had a huge fight at the Magistrates' Court about a 

year ago because he also was caught in relation to some 

........ . some BMW shells that he had and these were 

shells that were being imported. It was part of a - you. 

know, that car rebirth - -- —

Peter 
: Rebirth, yeah,

MS GOBBO: - - - things and the - that Stolen Motor Vehicle 

Squad has got a lot of spastica in there.

Peter Srmifo-O

MS GOBBQ: They seined these shells but not charged him and

was about ~ like, they se :d the shells under a warrant,
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then they said they were holding them for forens

testing and they said, "Oh, ” you know, '’you'll be

charged" Sam started jumping up and down

wanting his shells back.

Retef SmitthO

MS GOBBO: And the police kept saying, "Yeah, we're gunna 

charge, we’re gunna charge, we’re gunna charge," And I 

got asked - a brief to do some application to get the

shells back

Pete Swi&fO

MS GOBBO: Turned up to court and I explained to this - well, 

it turned out to be a really good detective sergeant - 

can’t remember his name -- but I said to him - I’m being 

screamed at by this lunatic, Sam Younan, who wants his 

shells back, "Can you please charge him?"

MS GOBBO: He said, "Well, it’s still - we’re still preparing 

the brief. It’s getting bigger and bigger,” because 

obviously they had a lot of investigating to do and it 

turned out to be much, much bigger. And the long and 

short of it is that Sam sacked me because I refused to 

have him charged and arrested that day.

IW- Smf&i-O

Yeah.
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understand Theo Megasis now acts for him

Peter SraiiMS r ... ... .. ., ... ,• U.K. Weir, out - nut Jert, wnat ~ what do you snow 

about him?

MS GOBBO: Not a great deal.

Apart from what he said, what - what's his - where 

does he hang around? Where’s he from? What’s he - - -

MS GOBBO: I think he’s from Coburg.

Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: And he hangs off Tony.

Y eah.

MS GOBBO: As to exactly what he does arid doesn't do, I really 

don't know.

PWwSmsStO : Yeah.

GOBBO: I know that he has - he has been given a - at least 

according to j-ias j.)een g£ven a class on

how to manufacture speed before and it's based really on 

tel 1 ing~ me these things - - -

Peter
XBS.h jr ’uhst * s 0. *\ >

- - - that - that I assume - and if you assume why

21 03838
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I aean, see why woulc ~ why ing me

stuff? I don’t even want t.o^ know this. I'm not - - -

Peter Smfth-O

not;

Sandy WhfcO

Ss«SyWt*<5

I ’ m n ively trying

Peter Snattf -O

No

MS GOBBO: I don’t know why they want to tell me.

Peter Srtete-O

: But they tell ya, yeah

MS GOBBO: No, I wonder why I’m being told. it crosses my

mind, whether someone is trying to set me up, telling me

things or - it’s not a crime for me to know those things.

I mean, there’s all different factors that

potentially could be at work, couldn’t there?

And some
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I mean, it could be just male ego or could be the - 

the safety of the relationship with the legal profession, 

professional person. Who knows? They may ~ maybe the 

fact - - -

MS GOBBO: Maybe it’s a ~ maybe it's a test. Maybe it's a 

trust thing.

Peter

Maybe if it had been a male - male barrister, they 

wouldn’t have said it. I don’t know*

MS GOBBO; Maybe,

srretr.-o

I: I don ’ t know.

MS GOBBO: Maybe it’s a throw-off. I dunno.

Ssruty 'WWO ...............................

Did. mmmmmmb say when he did that?

MS GOBBO: Me, he - not specifically, no. I can ask him, if you 

like.

Peter 

Put that on hold, O.K. Tony's tight with Jeff at 

least for some years?

activities are possibly on ice because he's on bail.

MB GOBBO:
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Refer

: And these two, Jeff and Sam - ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yep.

p<#srS*jWO _____________________

~ ~ are possibly - having been taught|||J^

are now in there.

MS GOBBO: No, having been taught |||||||||||||||

Peter Srrefe-O

Having been taught are now, you think,

potentially working with Tony?

MS GOBBO: If - if ~ yeah.
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chick. I dunno how much they cost but I assume a fair 

bit; a brand new car.

: For whom?

MS GOBBO: Mark.

This is what he’s done recently?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, got a brand new ute.

Mark was caught the first time, wasn’t he,

cooking cocaine?

MS GOBBO: No, moving ......... not cooking. Mark ....

he's like a runner.

What sort of car he bought, sorry, a ute?

MS GOBBO: Yeah. The rego * s ||||^^

Peter

MS GOBBO.: A.

IW SniSh-v

I hate it when they do^ it.

MS GOBBO: Why?

Peter $ffiah-O

I don’t know. It just annoys me.

02-21803838-210905
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0: They bought the numberplate as well

: Really?

MS GOBBO: Mm.

: Who? Lanteri has?

®0: I think it’s ......... look it up. Whoever*s name 

it’s in, it’s ~ it’s there. He was gunna try and buy 

KATAK and operation names.

Peter SfffiinO

So are you talking about Lanteri or Tony?

MS GOBBO: lony, but he wouldn’t put it in his name. It’s in 

Mark*s name.

Peter SiretfsO

: And is Parana O.K., yeah?

No, or not that I know of anyway.

Peter Srrete-O

I don't even know if it’s funny.

MS GOBBO: It’s not, really not

I’m just trying to get my head around these

breasts and a car, what other - - -

91
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* t really look, I don’t really see him very

often - - -

MrMM

to know, but he ~ he can’t oh, he's living

in some ~ 1 don think he's iving in his bail address

MS GOBBO: I hear he’s living in the Docklands somewhere.

Peter SfffitnO

Right. As in high-rise?

MS GOBBO:: Yeah. Well, I never been there but ~ ~

Peter SmiteO

But you.

Soficitor 2

SBO: ~ ~ I know that, for example, been there

because she's told me and he's told me. I have warned

him about not changing his address

SsnSh-O

And who’s he living with, the girlfriend?

No, I think they split up.

MS GOBBO: I donft - 1 really don’t know, so

02-21303838-210905
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MS GOBBO: As I understand the situation, he finds this chick, 

he buys her some expensive piece of jewellery arid then 

pays for the fake tits and then I dunno what happens. 

They split up, she dumps him, who knows. He consoles 

himself with Zarah.

Petef Srntth-O

Oh, yeah?

MS GOBBO: And, you know, it's just not look, it’s not normal

o not have a job and to be able to afford this

SnUh-O

* Yeah. What was the jewellery, do you know?

iunnt:

(WiSns«f<5

: Do you know - so did you know what her name was or 

first name or anything?

MS GOBBO: Oh, I did get told it but I wouldn't have a clue 

now.

Peter SrmgiO

And so if he was in a place in - in Docklands, what 

name would he put that in?

Oh, God knows.

FeterSmShO s| He'd obviously be careful about his own but - - -

MS GOBBO* Mrn -

02-21803838-210905
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- ~ - someone ~ you’d think a place like that, 

unless you knew the owner, would have to be ~ have some

sort of -

MS GOBBO: It might be in Emidio Navarroli's name because he's 

the ~ he's the guy who buys Tony’s cars and - - -

FeteSm^h-C’

Emi ~ - -

MS GOBBO: Emidio his name is.

PeterSmfeO Do you know who that person is, [ 'cause

I ~ 0.K., I don't.

Sar-xsy Wte-&

: .... , . . . , . I 'd be interested to hear .

Peter Srrete-O

: Yeah.

the Versace money man

Peter Srrete-O

Sorry, can we ~ can we just stick with

Banter! at the moment. What - yeah, O.K,, so he’s living

in a high-rent joint and he's ......... bought a new
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Peter iSrnSft-O Is he a - is a racehorse man as well or - - -

MS GOBBO: Net that I - not that I know of, but - - -

Peter Smett-O

MS GOBHO: - - - he’s - I mean, every time - i ’ve never seen 

him. in the same clothes twice*

Peter $rr$M>

Is he a suit man?

GOBBO: No, he just wears a sort of casual - casually

Restaurants?

MS GOBBO: Again I don't really know because I've only - like, 

very rarely would I see him these days.

Peter

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: It was ironic 'cause one - one night, about - I got 

back from ......... I got back from Bali on the 1st or 

2nd of July, some - whatever date I got back. Maybe it 

was the 11th. I can't remember. Anyway, the night I got 

back from Bali, I hadn't slept on the plane. The plane 

landed at 6.00 in the morning and I ended up having to go 

- came straight, home, got changed into a suit, went to 

work and I had to go to court for setae lunatic who’d been 

wrongly released from prison - - -
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Fete* O

MS GOBBO: - - - by - because of a stuff-up on warrants.

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: And I remember I hadn't had any sleep and I was - I 

had the - I had the flu and my ear hadn't equalised. I 

couldn't even hear properly. rang me and

said, "I urgently, urgently need to speak to you,” and I 

s a i d. pMMMMML I can’t. I've left work, I’m on the way 

home. I’m sick.” He had just, been ~ had just MMMMMIII| 

with hisor was in the process of ||||||M 
with his |||||||||||||.

Peter Sir#M>

This is July this year, you're talking?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: And she - as I understand it, she [[■■■I

and put his clothing out

on the street and - - -

Ftete* SirTVft-Q

- - got his ex-wife to|

It was all a saga and that ~ he said

to me, "It's really, really important that I see you.

02-21803838-210905 98
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It's” -- I said, "Is it really important tonight?” He 

said, "Yes, it is,” And I said, "Well, I tell you what, 

I am driving towards Port Melbourne.” Now, he does not - 

he hasn't been to my house. He doesn't know where I 

live.

Peter Mm' hm,

.BO: I said to him, ’’Drive to Port Melbourne. I’ll meet 

you at the R Bar.” Now, he didn't know that I happened 

to live ~ --

Peter b-b-.b

MS GOBBO: - - - a hundred metres from the place. And I think

- I would ~ I think that's the first time I’ve ever been 

there with him or ever met him there 'cause it would 

normally be in the city - - -

Peter Bruin-<>

Yeah

>BO: ~ ~ ~ or underneath my office, but it was 8 o'clock 

at night, and only because I felt sorry for him and he 

said sc wae really, really important. I thought, 

”0h - -• - ”

Peter Smtth-t) i j: Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: "maybe it really is." Turned out to be all he 

wanted to do was talk about how his clothes had been put 

on the front nature strip and what to do about the
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ex-wife and just crap and it wasn't important/ but the

reason I'm telling you this - - -

>BO: - - - is because when, we walked in the door, there 

was having a candlelit dinner with Mark Lanteri and

we just - I just started laughing. And they said/ "Why 

don't you join us for dinner?" I said, "We're not here 

for dinner. We’re going ......... to pick up a coffee," 
which is exactly what we did because ||||||||||^| wanted to 

tell me all aisout the situation.

SflfecitoFS

>B0: ithe next day told me that she'd been

comforting Mark because he - he’d paid for the fake tits 

and some very ~ apparently very expensive bit of 

jewellery and the chick had left him and whatever.

Peter Smite-O

MS GOBBO: How come you’re shaking your head?

FfcterSfrete-O 0h< just with - I mean, that sort of present, you

know it's going to walk out on you, surely? It's

anyway, it wasn’t really a present for her anyway, ’was

MS GOBBO: What do you mean?
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p-:ii»SWl-O

: It was a present for him.

MS GOBBO: Fake tits? Oh, yeah.

Peter Smste-O

Does Lanteri - - -

MS GOBBO: Do you reckon - do you reckon you could see tits as 

proceeds oi crime?

FeterSffiSBvC

: And if you did, what would you put them in?

GOBBO: Good question.

Peter SsTTithXi

Does Lanteri have family that he cares about or

MS GOBBO: He’s got a - I know he cares about his mum

Peter Smith-©

 ': Yep. Where’s she?

GOBBO: I dunno - oh, no, he used to live - he used to be

Pater Smf&)-0

MS GOBBO: ......... somewhere.

SiT&th-O

I: O.K., Heidelberg.

MS GOBBO* Heidelberg .........
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Pt!S0f

MS GOBBO: And he’s got a sister who - as to your question of 

whether he cares about them - - -

Peter Y. s b. h / y 0 <i n

MS GOBBO: I really dunno.

Peter SrriShX)

Yeah, O.K.

MS GOBBO: He has given - been given very strong advice by 

me - - -

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: ------ for at least the last two years of "get a jab" 

because he - you know, his charges have been settled to a 

point where he would be probably eligible for a wholly 

suspended sentence if he has the ability to show a judge 

the evidence that he’s being - ~ -

Peter SfnSh-O

”1 have a useful life and if you put me out there, 

I can do it," yeah.

MS GOBBO: And then he’s been on bail for three and a half 

years without being charged with anything and. he’s - you 

know, I’ve said to him, "Get a job, do some voluntary 

work, do some charity work.” But what he’s doing, I 

don’t - I really don’t know.

02-21803838-210905
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pm smiih-o

MS GOBBO: You can only - - -

Peter Sffiith-O

Got his phone number?

MS GOBBO: - - - lead a horse to water; you can’t make it 

drink.

Pe*srSfflflh-a

|: Yeah. Got his phone number?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Peter

In your phone?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, Do you want it?

Peter .... . .: unz yeah, I reckon.

MS GOBBO: You would have it anyway, wouldn't you?

Peter SfHftbdTi1

: I don't know.

MS GOBBO: You’re not gunna tell me anyway, I guess.

Peter SwiMS ।

|; That was an honest answer. We kind of find out 

what you ~ what you know.

MS GOBBO: I've just turned it off, so - - -

Piste. SUM

Yeah. Would he think the police would be aware of

02-21803838-210905 101
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MS GOBBO: He changes it reasonably often, so maybe.

Peter Smf&i-O

: O.K. And boo long since you’ve spoken to him on 

that number or you've rung him on it?

MS GOBBO: Oh, maybe two weeks, three week;

Rster SmSh-O

Does the number come up when he rings?

MS GOBBO: Yep ...

Peter

* When he changes the number, does he tell you or 

only - only if he needs to ring you and you see it’s a

different number?

)BBO: No, he will ring .........

FWf SffljfrQ

: He will advise you that he's changed it?

MS GOBBO:: Yeah ..........

: Do you want a drink of water or anything or a cup 

of tea?

No.

MerSntftO

: And he's had that about how long now, you reckon?

MS GOBBO: Oh, a couple of months, I'd say.

02-218038
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: Have you got any of his previous numbers there?

No. No, I usually ~ ~

Override.

MS GOBBO: - - - just <

Peter S-'RjfrnO

MS GOBBO; I’d be - I was gunna be in my - if you COR my phone, 

you’d be able to - but there'd be a million of 'em. I 

wouldn't even have a clue whose number they are?

: Yeah. We'll get that other chap, but Lanteri 

he's reporting on bail, is he?

Yeah.

-S'fe
Of course he is,

1BBO; One day a week.

Fteter Srrs#td>

: Apart from that, if I wanted to find him, where 

would be the best place to look?

MS GOBBO; Coffee shop

: Which one?
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assise that ’s either what used to be known as

TJ's in Brunswick, Sydney Road, Brunswick.

Peter Srrate-O

: TJ's I've heard of, yeah

Which is now called Selflore Restaurant. It’s

across the road from the police station. I’ve only been

- I’ve been there once.

Peter Smfte"O

GOBBO; But not for about two years, or sone place they all

keep referring to as "the coffee shop" which ~ ~

Peter

That coffee shop.

MS GOBBO: - - - I tragically have never been to "the coffee 

shop".

Peter Straih-O

: It's not the same place?

MS GOBBO: Mo, but the coffee shop is somewhere very close and 

they are all there every day, every night playing cards.

Peter Smfte-Cs

Right. That’s in Sydney Road as well, is it?

MS GOBBO: I think so. There was a - there was an occasion 

where somebody drove me, one of them - I had to go - no, 

I had to go and get something signed by Milad and I went 

to his butcher shop which is at Brunswick Market and I 

think he might have been - he drove me and he was
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pointing out, ”0h, that’s where the coffee shop is.”

It's somewhere in ~ I think it is in Sydney Road or on a 

corner somewhere. I can’t - I don't even know what the 

name of it is - - -

faster &rtrn<:>

From - ~ ~

MS GOBBO: - - - ’cause it's only known as "the coffee shop”.

Peter s.-rW<-<'-

: From the other coffee shop, is it - - -

MS GOBBO; talking distance, I think,

* xeah. was it towarcs tne city or away from tne 

c i t y t r am embe r ?

Dunno,

MS GOBBO: I really can't remember.

FWf SffljfrQ

|: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: But I assume it has a name. That's just what it’s 

called.

: Yeah, yean.

MS GOBBO: Anyway, to answer the question, where would he be, 

he would be tne.re,

Ffeter Smilh <J

: Mm.
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0: Or he would be -- I understand he goes to the gym at

- at Fitzpatrick's which is up there,

Peter SmSti-O

; ■ Dunno.

MS GOBBO: Some gym in Essendon? Moonee Ponds, somewhere.

Peter SmShbO

MS GOBBO: I've never been there? so - - ~

Peter

O.K.

MS GOBBO: - - - I understand that’s where he trains with

Peter 'SfltftkQ

Yep? all right, If he happens to change numbers?

can you let us know. Too many names for me to keep track 

of. The " anything more about Lahteri, Mark, at this 

stage? We don’t want to get too bogged down with this.

Did you break into your computer?

Jesus .........

Peter Sflflb-G

: What*6 the other name of the guy you don't know you 

mentioned before?

Sandy White-0 MI: Emilio.

Piste, St«M I

: Emilio.
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0: ¥ep.

Pfcfer Srnafi-O

• Sorry,, what - where does he fit in again?

MS GOBBO: He is a ran who is a money man far Tony.

| Right.

SftfxJy WwfcK>

: Hang on, sorry, can I just get you to hold for 

one minute.

MS GOBBO; He owns a Versace shop in - or runs it - - —

Peter

Runs one, yeah,

MS GOBBO: the shop. He owns a business in Chapel

no, Toorak Road.

Fteter Snvfe-O

I Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: Near the corner of Chapel Street.

Pete* ShWi-G ।

[: This Versace, is it - or they sell Versace goods?

MS GOBBO: They sell Versace goods,

Pete* SiTWrC

: Solely?

MS GOBBO I don't actually know the name of it

02-21303838-210905
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MS GOBBO: But he is presently the subject of a brand new 

restraining order issued by ~ issued in the Supreme Court 

by ......... from which we have been paid - that is, me

and Con Heliotis have been paid legal fees.

Peter

It’s never been - there never seems to have been

question over where the money was coming from to pay

legal fees because as far as our inquiries were, it was

legitimate money, not laundered money 

Peter

Yeah.

- - - from that shop,

Mm' hm

MS GOBBO: But in - three weeks ago, the Supreme Court issued a

restraining order in relation te Emidio’s - one of

Em i d1o1s ba n k ac count s.

Mm’hm.

sBO: And that is the subject of what all these recent - 

Friday's conference, today, yesterday's conference is all 

because of.

All right. And what more do you know about him or 

do you suspect about him?
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MS GOBBO: He’s very close to Tory but he's someone who would 

probably crumble with a fair amount of pressure put on 

him.

Peter farefe.;

As in if he was guana be charged or was charged?

MS GOBBO: Yep, yep. He's - I’ve seen him. He's scared of 

Tony. I've seen Tony screaming at him and he’s scared of 

him. I don't - look, I really - I - I don't understand 

the ins and outs of their relationship other than at some 

point, some money was provided to - I can't remember if 

it was provided to Emidio or provided from Emidio - from 

Emidio, I think ~ to Tony.

What sort of dough?

MS GOBBO: Half a million or a million dollars.

PeSaStW-O ।

|: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: The bottom line is that there’s a bank account that 

Emidio has which - - ~

Peter Smfi&t-O

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - fn which - which Tony uses to gamble from.

Right.

MS GOBBO: And - - -

02-21803838-210905 109
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faster SmdhuO

: As his own, sort of thing? What - - ~

MS GOBBO: Well, that's the question of what's - that is 

exactly ■what's in front of us ......... whose money 

really is it?

Pater Snwte-O 
z fsp.

And if it’s lawful

someone else?

money, is it from

......... yep. We did actually have semething

Sandy White-O

: Who’s - who’s actually taken out the restraining

order? Who’s pushing that?

The DPP.

Wtwte-O

Right. Commonwealth or state?

MS GOBBO: State, I assume that this is as a consequence of

ertain hearings that may have taken place or taking

?lace at the place we’re talking about.

Right

GOBtiO: It’s a criminal offence to ..

Sandy WW-0

02-21803833-210905 110
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(TELEPHONE RINGS)

Peter Srmte-O

Gat to get it?

We turned our phenes off ......... on silent 

......... anyway. If you need to answer any phones - 

yeah, we put ours on silent ~ feel free.

NS GOBBG: The only person who’d be calling to ay private 

number at this time would be probably police with 

someone,

If you want to get it, it’s up to you.

NS GOBBO': No, it's fine. Anyway, why they've only does very 

recently .........

:>.Sh O

Do you - do you talk to Eirddio?

.PeWSWfUJ ,...
i 0,s.. What

NS GOBBO* And I know that because he approached me to see 

whether I could appear for him.
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Fetef SfivJb-C

: Yeah. And - and did you?

Peter Smfg>-Q

: Right. Who did?

MS GOBPQ: Remy van de Wiel.

rw< &•<«><;■

Peter Smilh-O 3aftayWT>&

: O.K. Do ~ do you know much about Emidio, ? I 

wouldn't mind knowing a. bit. more about him if you can 

give us a - give a bit of a word picture. What sort of a 

- I know he's got the - got the shop. How old is he?

Ohf late 30s

Peter SmiKiO

: Why are they using him?

don't know. I really don't - I've never - I've
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never been told how they know each other, except it’s ■■■■ 

clearly they've known each other for a long - well, it 

seems like a long time.

Peter SmBhO

Have you been to the shop?

MS GOBBO: I’ve been there once, yes.

Is it a big joint, classy joint, a lot of dough, 

you think or - - -

MS GOBBO: ¥es.

srretr.-o

* Yeah.

don't own a Versace suit but - - -

Peter 25mf&"Ci
: Yeah.

I am told that they're about three grand

apiece. Carl Williams and ~ who's standing trial next

week will be appearing in front of a jury in brand new

From which shop?

Mt GOBBO: His shop*

: Right.

MS GOBBO: Zarah Garde-Wilson doesn't have anything else in her 
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wardrobe but Versace suits. Have a. look at mine. On the 

other hand, I have not got a .........

Peter BrrefhO

: Right. So - - -

Sarwy White-O

You're not ~ you won’t be in court at all for 

those ~ that matter in relation to Williams, will you?

can't - I don’t - I can't be.

No.

Cause of ......... witness.

: Yeah.

Yeah.

: But will be there the whole time, will

Sandy Wrsite-O

Sandy Wfete-O

Peter

Mb GO.ibBO * Oh ( V6S.

White-O

Yeah. But she’s not instructing, is she?

MS GOBBO: Yes.

sandy w^Ste-0 .... . . .: Oh, sne?

MS GOBBO: Oh, yeah. This is the highlight of her professional 

career to date.

02-21803838-210905 111
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Sandy Whife-G

51m,

Peter SroihO 

: Um ~ ~ -

MS GOBBO: I saw her this afternoon. She’s so excited about

i t..

Peter &W-O

What aspect is she excited about?

MS GOBBO: Getting him off.

PbJsf Smt&s-O

: Right. I don't know much about her. Is she a bit

of - does she like her face in the media, does she?

MS GOBBO: On: — -■ -

Peter SrreShO

Al 1 depends.

MS GOBBO: Well, not since - not since she got charged.

Peter SrreSh-O : No. Tnat was oad.

MS GOBBO: Not since she got charged.

Peter Srrste-O Yeah.

MS GOBBO; Look, I had very little to do with her before she

was charged, I mean very little to do with her.

Peter Sosto-O
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MS GOBBO: But the day she was arrested by Purana, she rang vae.

She said she didn’t have anyone else to call.

Perhaps we’ll come back to her at some stage.

MS GOBBO: .........

; Yeah, yeah. Obviously she was stuck with - - -

MS GOBBO: Anyway ......... but she’s - - -

Peter :.*<>

Well, with - on the surface - - -

MS GOBBQ: acting - she’s acting for Emidio as well

: Right. On the surface of Emidio’s business, what - 

what retail shop makes that sort of money?

MS GOBBO: Oh, I have no idea and, like, you'll see he used to 

have a place called Bogard's which was like a kind of 

coffee/cafe/cigar place at the Jam Factory.

Mho? Sorry, who had that?

sBO: Emidio. He sold it last year and he sold it to a 

bloke - how funny’s this? He sold it to a bloke for whom 

a did a committal earlier this year. His name escapes 

me, but some bloke who was charged with a - he was 

charged with extortion or blackmail or something. I just 

can't even remember. Oh, Benny, Benny someone, Benny - 
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can’t think of his surname. Zarah briefed me. I can 

check the name but ~ it. will be in my fee book, but I 

can't remember ........

Peter

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: Anyway, he apparently bought. Bogard's from. Emidio.

Whether Bogard's actually ever made any money or 

didn’t - - -

Peter Snwlfi-ti

Mm.

MS GOBBO: - - - I really don’t know. I - I had certainly went 

there a couple of times, not - not necessarily even when 

Emidio was there, because it's the only place in the Jam 

Factory you can have coffee and a cigarette.

Ssfxry W$e-G g

|: Sorry, what was it, a cafe or something?

MS GOBBO: Yeah, it’s right at the back and it's a ~ it’s the 

only place in that complex which has got a - I dunno what 

licence you have to have, but it’s got a smoking section.

peter StWf-o

: Do you know all the places in Melbourne that have

MS GOBBO: Well, that’s cruel.

Petet SbWi-O

I'm not a smoker. So how long - how long has he
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had the shop then, only since selling that or he had it

before then?

MS GOBBO: No, he had it - I - I've only been there ~ I went 

there to the opening. It was about - not long after - 

not long after Tony got bail, so it must have been late 

2002. As to what level of - ~ -

Peter

h Mm.

MS GOBBO: - - - sales it does or how profitable it is ~ ~ -

Peter S’nitbO

I ssh.

MS GOBBO: - - - I really don't know, but I mean, I wouldn’t 

buy a suit from there.

Rstef Smtth-O

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Not even with the discount I could probably get.

Fete t

Yeah. Have you got his phone number?

since I’ve known him which is about as long as I've - as 

long as Tony’s been on bail, which is ~ oh, no, I met him 

some time in 2002.

Is he hands-on running that business or is he the - 

just the - - -
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He is, and his wife Michelle was ~ runs it day to

Peter Sm&s-Ci

MS GOBBO: Yeah, Emidio is very think he trains at

sometimes ains at the gym with Tony.

Peter

GOBBO: And he lives around the corner from Tony mwo

somewhere in near Canberra Streetr Brunswick.

Pete*

MS GOBBO: Has a - drives a really nice black ~ he's got a 

black Porsche.

Peter SffiiiM)

: Personalised plates?

MS GOBBO: Not that I - I’ve never seen it, so I don’t know. I 

know that Oarah was looking at it one day. She was 

driving it ’cause she was going to buy it or something.

Mm. What’s 

scared of Tony?

but Emidio*s, at least on occasion,
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MS GOBBO: Yes.

Peter

: What’s Emidio’s - what are Emidio's vices?

MS GOBBO: Vices?

Pfeitef Snuih-X3

Mm, that you're aware of.

MS GOBBO: None in - really - I'm not really ~ ~

fWrSmSM) : 1 mean./ 1 dun no - - -

MS GOBBO: Well, I don’t socialise with the bloke. I really 

don■t see him

Pater SfftSh-O

No, no, whether you know t •' n n .t -I-r ' < ' » j I <

you ~ something someone's said to you. I mean - I mean, 

you're talking Versace clothes shop, Toerak Road, 

Porsche. You could guess the potential vices that might 

be involved there, I’d be thinking.

MS GOBBO: Yeah. No, not ~ not what I've seen.

Psss sws*i-ci

MS GOBBO: No, I wouldn’t say - I’ve never seen him ~ never 

heard him talk about drugs, never seen him use anything.

I don’t know that he necessarily moves in those circles.

: Mm’hm.
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MS GOBBO: But I equally don't understand how Tony's one of his 

dearest friends and what ever joined them together in the 

first place.

Mm’hm.

MS GOBBO: Or how they knew each other.

Wlias-O

You said Tony was screaming at him one day.

Peter Smih-O

Mm.

Senf>dy Wfe-O

What was that all about?

MS GOBBO: Well, the other - two Sundays ago - three Sundays

ago, naturally I was at work because ......... and - - -

Got to cut down on that.

MS GOBBO: I know, but every one of 

find me on the weekend 'cause 

is better than them trying to 

but anyway, he - Tony rang me 

ya?" I said, "At work. What 

will you be there for?" Cant 

I said, "Probably till late." 

past." Now, that often means

these crooks know where to 

I’m always at work, which 

track Erie down anywhere else 

and he said, "Oh, where are 

do you reckon?" "How long 

even remember what I said.

He said, "I might drop 

he won’t even ring back,

let alone turn up.

Mir ’ hm.
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MS GOBBO: But sometimes it does actually happen, He turned up 

at 7 o’clock and about - I reckon about 15 minutes or 

10 minutes later ~ and he wouldn’t come upstairs. He 

wouldn’t come into my actual office ’cause no - no-one 

will a c t u a11y c o me in t he re.

Peter Sm&tQ

Why not?

MS GOBBO: Because it’s been - I believe it's got listening 

devices installed in it.

MS GOBBO: Well ___ .  . not that long ago and they wouldn’t

go up there, so - - -

MrSMW

: They're scaredy cats,

MS GOBBO: And they were some very confidential

information,

pw SfW-o

But anyway, about 15 minutes later, Emidio turns up.

Emidio or Tony?

MS GOBBO: No, Tony comes first, then Emidio^ came, yeah. And ~

hang on, this is

02-21803838-210905 12
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(TELEPHONE RINGS)

Another one? Yeah, go for it

Peter

ftetefSwBrO

: Mm

MS GOBBO: - - but I can't discuss what you might say with

him.”

Pete*iinWK)

: Mm.
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Peter Sfenift

fW' 'Siwe

Rte' hm.

didn't; say the reason why that's

Peter Swith-O
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”1' m a 1 e g i t i i® t e businessman.

Pardon?

Peter &T4iftt-O

"I’m a 1eg it imate businessman.

MS GOBBO: That’s what he was saying basically. "I choose who 

my friends are,” and, "This is guilt by association,” 

blah blah blah.

Peter SmteiO

MS GOHhO: He then - and then Tony started yelling at him

because he started ~ Emidio starting saying, you know,

Mrs.

sBO: He then - he’d got this tape with him and - an 

audiotape and he said, "Oh, I need you to listen to 

this," and I said, "Why? What is it?" He said, "It’s an 

interview that was conducted by the Australian Taxation 

Office," and I said, "Is it a formal record of 
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interview?" He didn’t understand what that was. He 

said, "Yes." But anyway I got out of him the fact that 

it was a ~ a proper caution at the beginning of it.

PcSa-SmitiO

SBO: I don’t - I really ~ he started to try and say, "But 

if I’is asked about this being ......... or if I'm asked 

about that or if I'm asked about this, I really don’t 

know what I’m going to say," and, "Maybe I should say" - 

whatever. That’s when Tony started yelling at him, 

saying, "You just say what you have to say. We'll talk 

about this," blah blah blah. Tony knew enough to take

him away from me and - - -
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never been charged with a crime, so the only lawyers he 

really knew were - he had some civil litigation - -—

l:W' SrrtflMS

GOBBO: - - - over - with Village Roadshow which were th 

lessors of the Jam Factory .........

Pater Swath-O

GCffibO: So he had a civil barrister. 1 can't - can'

remember his name and he knew Con Heliotis and he knew me

and he knows Zarah. He couldn't speak to Zarah
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MS GOBBO: She apparently was ||||^^ but as I

say, I never saw it 'cause he didn’t bring it that night. 

He ■” I said, ’'Look," he won’t be - probably won’t be able 

to have me, "but I'll ring anyway”. I did ring

for him. They said ’’no", I rang him back the next day 

and said, "I can't go for you. Speak to Con, try Con," 

and Con rang and they said, "No, you can’t come here 

either," although he hasn’t been there for any of these 

people that I know of. Then again, he could have been 

there himself for all I know.

f-W ScfflrtbC*

Yeah. I was wondering if you were going to say 

that, yep.

What, you could hear that?

No, no, I’m not saying - -—

Sandy'Wtite-O * You rust unow .........

02-21803838-210905
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MS GOBBO: It was obvious. And in the end, Remy - Remy

van de Wiel went because he's in the same building or the

same floor as Con.

Peter

MS GOBBO: As to the ins and outs of what he was after and what 

he said, I don't know.

PssterSnsBtO

: Yep -

MS GOBBO: I never listened to the ABO tape that he had with

him because my view was and remains, "Mho cares what you

told thorn? You can't bo charged for what you told them

Hew old was the ATO tape, do you remember? Was 

that a recent thing or not?

MS GOBBO: Last year, I think he said. I didn't even play it.

I never looked at it.

: No, no.

MS GOBBO: And I presume that was something to do with whateve 

money he's turning over or - ~ -

JMer Snuih-O

MS GOBBO: ~ - - got another account somewhere.
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Sandy

Why couldn ’ t Con. do it for him.?

fWSmilil-0

Wasn't allowed.

why that is because they let me go down there.

ftswSmaM?

why “ -

|: It’s the way it works. No-one can tell you

Now, I don’t knowMS GOBBO:

don’t really

Pste' Sd«&>-0

3nyw3 y

&'ha

Ssjjrfy White-O

How do you spell Emilio's surname?

MS GOBBO: N-A-V-A-R-O-L-I, Navaroli, I think.

Pstef Smjg-fQ

: So I think when, his name first come up tonight, is 

he the one you said if he was under pressure from 

charges, he would crumble?

02-21803838-210905
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0: Yes.

Peter

Was that ~ are you thinking ~ well, what ~ what do 

you think those charges might be if - if he was 

under ~ -—

MS GOBBO: I don’t know what it was I don’t know whether ~

what extent he is laundering money but my view is that he

probably - - -

Pefef Sm&i-C'

MS GOBBO: - - - has been. The reason I say that is it's just 

~ it is just absurd to think that you'd go and get an 

SLK, SLK 65 - - -

Mm1hm.

BO: - - - which apparently are €00,000 or a

580,000-dollar motor vehicle. You hire purchase it and 

the rumour has it that a hundred grand was paid as the

denos money.

Mm'hm.

MS GOBBO: The balance is on finance. The payments on the car 

must be 10 grand a month.

t’eferSrrffi-.O

: This is Tony you’re talking about?

MS GOBBO: This is - Tony drives it but it's in Emidi o's name.

02-21803838-210905 131
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Fete* SrtettfO

Right,

Sandy W'mteO

What’s the ~ what sort of car is it?

MS GOBHO: It’s an StK - - -

Peter Sirste-O

SL-----

Peter

How long’s he had that?

MS GOBBO: Maybe late last year. I remember him having 

it - ~ -

Peter Sffl«h-0

: Yeah. It’s still around.

MS GOBBO^: Pa rdon ?

Peter SmiShO

|: It’s still around.

MS GOBBO: Yeah, but I remember him having it before his 

Commonwealth committal which was ’10061:1000.

SafKJy Wtotes-0

Is that in - sorry - -

13
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in Emidio's name.

Peter

• Emidio’s name.

MS GOBBO: As far as I know it is, yes

And. what did you say about the cost of it?

JBO: It’s a 560,000 or 580,000-dollar car. I know my - I 

pay off a car that’s financed. I think the finance on 

mine in 80 grand or 30 grand ~ 80 grand, I think it is, 

hut my payments are - per month are about $1300 a month 

or 1200.

MS GOBBO: So you just work it out. I mean, I don't even know 

wnat the exact payments are, but on a half a million 

dollar car, it would have to be - ~ -

Peter

He’s not paying 400 - - -

MS GOBBO: It must be like 10 grand a month or something,

Sa«Sy Wlste-O

But they paid a hundred grand deposit?

MS GOBBO: Apparently in cash.

: How do you know that or who told you that at least?

MS GOBBO: I'm trying to - I'm actually trying to think who did 
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tell se that. It might have been someone I can't I 

really can't. I know I’ve talked to Jim Velos about it 

and he had heard it. He might have told me. But it raay 

well have case from - it might have been a Mercedes 

person because my - I had a ear which was sold back to

Mercedes.

Pater Stride

Mm ’ hm,

MS GOBBO: But, no, no, they had sold him - that car came from 

Southbank Mercedes. I think it may have been them that 

told me. Oh, no, now I remember, it was them because 

they said - they were laughing about it, saying that he 

brought in a bag, paid a lot of cash, and then had driven 

out in this half-a~million dollar motor vehicle and 

nearly driven over a traffic: island and they were 

laughing about how good -- what a dickhead. You’d come 

in, get this beautiful car and then go out. But how - 

how m I don't understand ......... . . now you would be able 

to satisfy someone, unless the documents were fraudulent, 

that you could repay that sort of a loan.

Petef&TiithXJ

: I ciun.no, Who took the cash in?

Dunno? dunno„

: But the person who was the dickhead driving it, was 

that Tony?

MS GOBBQ * Yep

134
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MS GOBBO: Oh, I really don’t,

Pefcjf Sffsi8M3 
: Yeah,

MS GOBBO: I don’t ~ never socialise with him.

• O.K. Is Emidio close to anybody else you’re aware 

of?

MS GOBBO: Mark. He’s close certainly ~ close to Mark Lanteri.

: Yep *

MS GOBBO: How close I don't really know.

Peter

: How would you think that works? Why would he be 

close to hie??

MS GOBBO: Gives him free clothes from Versace, I think, I'd 

have to

Peter Smtet-O

Yeah, yeah.

MS GOBBO: I really don't know. Just maybe 'cause he’s a 

friend of Tony's.

Peter Bmiin- O

: Yeah, all right. So - - -

MS GOBBO: Everyone needs an Emidio. I wouldn’t mind an Emidio 

giving me a - - -
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RactsmBMS

Peter

And you would, have the clothes thet went with it.

MS GOiiiBQ:  if 1 really wanted themz I’m. suer 1 could

Pfister

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - and go there on - - -

Peter Srtete-O

| I’m not saying you need them but I'm saying if 

you've got a Benz, maybe you would have a Versace suit

)BBO: Nothing's for free in this world.

FWf Smftb v

Yeah, but also you get what you pay for. O.K. So

I dunno how to think of it, but if we think of Tony as 

the centre of the circle, we’ve got some people off to 
one side being ■■I or, if he’s on ice, workwise or 

not, we don't know, but. and perhaps |||||||| doing 

perhaps hands-on drug work. Probably Emidio has got some 

- at the very least, cash advice for cash problems there, 

assisting Tony with that. Who else has Tony got round

MS GOBBQ* I know Emidio - look, I know he's got a credit card 

that Tony uses to put thing son.

02-21803838-210905 137
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Peter -■;«!>>.<:>

Oh, yeah. What sort of card?

MS GOBBO: I actually don’t know what sort of card it is 

but - - -

1 : Yeah. It’s ~ it's a separate one for Tony, is it?

MS GOBBO: I think it might be Emidio’s account but Tony has a 

card or use - or maybe he just has access - use of the 

number, as in a credit card number to book things.

Pater Smf&bO

: Right.

MS GOBBO: Because - - -

Peter Srmte-O

: What sort of things would he book, yeah?

MS GOBBO: Holidays. I remember him saying, "When I've done 

bail ......... copy of the itinerary to give to the 

informant.”

SnWl-<>

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: You know, that shows -- - -

Peter

Where he ’ s gunna be and - - ~

MS GOBBO: That's right.

Peter W&--O

- - - yep, who he's going to report to.
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MS GOBBO: And. I remember seeing one of - seeing one a year ago 

or maybe six months ago that had ~ was booked on a credit 

card in Emidio's name.

Yeah. You still got that?

MS GOBBO: Mould 1 still have it?

: Yeah

MS GOBBO; I’ve got a big wall of Mokbel in m.y chambers, so 

maybe.

: Where was the holiday, that holiday six months

MS GOBBO: He’s been to Queensland about ~ he's had three or 

four bail variations.

Peter

Mis ’ hm.

MS GOBBO: I dunno. Maybe - who knows what’s ~ what extra’s on 

that card or - I mean, I just - it can’t be that - he 

must be paying, you know, things like utility bills and - 

I remember Emidio saying he had to pay - he paid parking 

tickets on credit card. Tony doesn’t care about parking 

tickets, so I assume that all of his are paid for on that 

card as well.

Pster Srntthd)

But - but, sorry, would Tony actually pay a parking

02-21803838-210905 13
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MS GOBBO: No,, he’d just get someone to do it for him. He

wouldn't - - -

Peter SmiiMZi

: No, no, but he would get someone to pay? He 

wouldn't just throw it away?

Huh.

: He would get it fixed. He would get it paid 

somehow?

MS GOBBO: Yep, yep.

Anything else specifically that you remember that

Emidio does for him or --- a. bill ......... might be 

useful.

Those Versace suits

PeterSmtfM.j

MS GQBBO: No, nothing in particular.

ms-SnisMJ

GOBBO: I .know there’s - I don’t even know the car Tony had
before that RHHHHH car

PewSitWO

Yeah

140
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MS GOBBO: - - - was also an Emidio purchase, I think it was 

but I don ’ t even know how tG: .........

SWWii-Ci I : What was that?

MS GOBBO: An E55,

|: O.K. You don’t know if they traded it?

MS GOBBO: No, don ’ t don't ~ ~

: Are they personalised plates?

h Was that the one that got smashed by the SOG?

no, no, that was the Statesman.

The Statesman. That’s right

MS GOBBO: Mo,

GOBBO: The KabaIans’ - ~ -

Sandy Wh».<)

You're right, yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - Statesman, No, it didn't have a - he used to 

take the plates off, so that couldn't be - didn't have to 

pay eTag fares on it 'cause naturally when you’re 

struggling for a dollar - ■■■-■ -

Peter SmfSvO Hey, you've got to watch the - the cents. What 

colour was that?
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MS GOBBO: That was black.

Peter SnsSWJ

: Right.

MS GOBBO: And his other car ~ ~

Bugger the .. .......

MS GOBBO: The other car that he's driving - yeah, I know, I’m

- I’m silly, that’s why I’m ......... his other car, hi;

- the BMW that he's driving, I don't know but I think 

that's in Emidio’s name.

: And what's that?

MS GOBBO: It’s an X5, one of those four-wheel drive ........

Peter

• Yep. What colour’s that one?

GOBBO: Black.

Peter SmHh-0

Black.

Sandy WiteO

What do you call them?

PMW>-G

Sandy Whfe-C'

you know, the sort of mid-sized four-wheeler?
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How long’s he had that one?

: He’s been driving it for, like, four or five 

months, about - maybe a bit less.

Fsfej O

But you don’t think it's in Euiidio’s name, that

: No. I think it’s in Glenn Wills' name.

Peter Smj$h-v

: O.K.

Sandy

: Who?

PsterSoWO

Glenn Wills. So you're speaking to the 

uninitiated - - -

Mm,

- - - who the - is Glenn Wills?

He is a man who - ~ ~

Wills, is it, as in - - -

Yep. Now, I don't think he’s - ~ -

...... w. :

Yeah. He's some - I think - I think he’s the guy 

owned part of or all of Heat Nightclub.
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Peter SirsifoO

Past tense?

MS GOBBO: Well, I think they shut it down when they took the 

licence away from them .........

: Coburg or Coburn?

MS GOBBO': Glenn Coburn?

Wftlte-O

' Yssn.A

MS GOBBO: Yeah, but Glenn Wills was somehow a partner in it or

msrSfraSvO

So why would ~ what's his relationship to Tony that 

he can have his car registered in his name?

MS GOBBO: I don’t know. No, I don't know. I think that ~ 

can't even remember who I heard this from either. Glenn 

was buying a new one or getting a new one and was trying 

to sell his old one and I think Tony's got the old one. 

Why would he not put it. in his name? Because he hasn't - 

can't get any assets in his name.

Ftetej Smiffr-O

: Oh, so it's - - -

MS GOBBO: So it’s probably easier - presumably he's paid cash 

to Glenn.

Peter SmsSbO

Right
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MS GOBBO: And. he just keeps it in - - -

Peter Smfth-O

Yeah 

his name.

• O.K. So what else does Glenn Wills do?

MS GOBBO: I dunno. I’ve only met him about twice.

Peter Srraih-O

: O.K.

MS GOBBO* Apparently he was a - he was a charged

years ago.

MS GOBBO:

SaftdyWWO

That name we’ll come hack to.

Peter rSerirO

MS GOBBO: He's be refused bail

peter SrteM
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• You know, this - this obviously is going to take 

some time, you know. It's - and we've - we’re just 

talking about people around him at the moment but I think 

~ I think we need to get a fair picture of who was ~ who 

was in that circle. I - I would like to.

MS GOBBO: I don’t - I don’t think any of this will be new. I 

mean - - -

Ye ah *

MS GOBBO* - - - I’m assuming - I’m assuming all this is sort 

of known.

Peter Snsft-O

: But some of the detail maybef you know,

Smdy White--#

What time is your sister - - -

RsterSmWtO

: Yeah, it’s quarter to 9. I’m not saying stop now

MS GQBBO: No, you can keep going.

Peter Srra&tO

; Yeah.

airirf.-W^te-O

All right,

Peter Smith-O

We were actually hoping - you mentioned to me on 

the phone that you might be - you’re clear tomorrow as
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MS GOBBO: No, not any more.

MS GOBBO: I was gunna - I was until this afternoon

MS GOBBO: I’ve been asked to be a volunteer for the morning - 

help with the new baby barristers.

So I would have been.

Peter S-»-O

But I assumed ’cause I’ve been here tonight that

tomorrow morning -

Peter SmSMJ

: Oh, right. ’Cause as I said to you, there’s gunna 

be - have to be a couple of sessions, as long as you’re 

happy with that. We‘re going to have to go away and 

think about, you know, how we want to focus things and - 

but perhaps ~ perhaps now, let’s just ~ let’s just home 

in on the main man and - well, you know him, we don’t.

Tell us - tell us what we don’t know about him. 

MS GOBBO: i don’t know

02-218038

. ... no, I don’t - I don’t -
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really don't spend --- I used to go to the same gym as him 

and I used to ~ and because I was - saw him every day in 

that ~ well, not every day but quite often in that 

capacity, he used to talk - - -

Peter SmiihO

MS GQBilQ: - - - about a lot of things.

Mm’hm.

GOBBO; I still ........... the first person that he will 

......... to ask a question of when he thinks that other 

people would laugh at him if he asked the question, 

because he knows I won’t laugh at him. Like, he was rung 

- he’s rung me up and said, "What’s an entrepreneur?” I 

say, "Why?” "Because someone’s called me one. What does 

it mean?"

PSster SltUtM}

>BO: So he has that sort of relationship with me. He ~ 

but at the same time ~ up until late last year he used to 

have - Jim Velos was his solicitor. Jim and him never 

got along because - it was a money thing. He used to 

always be fighting about how much money Tony owed him. 

So Tony virtually cut him off and just didn’t speak to 

h i m - - -■

HasrWBs-O i

  Mm’hm.

02-218038
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0: and used to speak to «te. Long story, Jim

decided he didn't want to speak to Tony either 'cause the 

were always fighting about money, so it'd go on me and I 

was basically a solicitor as well as a barrister.

PaterSttftf&i-O

MS GOBBO: But since tarah's been around which is December last

year, I don't speak to him nearly as often or on these 

same terms. It's more a ~ I mean, like, tonight, he’d 

ring me saying, "Eh, are you doing anything? Come and 

have some dinner.'’

Peter Yeah.

It’s a very - like, it hasn't happened, but

. ... so I don't want it was about but i

f*< smsa©
: Is he likely to ring you again tomorrow about that?

Probably, or he would expect me ~ he’s got the ~

he's got the concentration of a - ~ ~

Refer SrfBfe-O

someone with ADD.

Refer 'SnvtaO

So I would probably have to remind him.

21 03838
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If he does, would you go and do it?

MS GOBBO: Oh, I wouldn’t be that keen to because ] 

it's not - if I’ve got two hours to spare - -

: Ma.

MS GOBBO: - - - I’m not guana go and spend it with 

it's not relaxing.

MS GOBBO* And I raean it, it’s not relaxing ’cause 

who's watching and God knows what - where he' 

......... what he's going to say. But it’s 

wants, it won't just be, "Let's have dinner, ’’ 

have dinner with a friend.

Peter Smf8>-0

Yeah

MS GOBBO: It'll be something about something.

Ps*sisrre»-o

Mm. So from our point of view obvious 

curious to I know what that was.

MS GOBBO: Well, I can’t - like. I'm here, I'm not

Fyfe Sfnrg’j-G

Yeah, yeah. I'm saying down the track,

MS GOBBO: So anyway, it might - it may be that his 
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girlfriend's away or that they're having a fight at the 

moment or ~ I really don’t know because it's ~ - -

So it could be up here or down there.

MS GOBBO: He may have had it ~ he may have already arranged a 

~ to be having dinner with banter1 or Zarah.

Mm hm.

MS GOBBO: I know they had dinner a couple of times last week 

or the week before which I’m - to which I wasn’t invited.

I don’t say that bitterly that I wasn’t invited - - -

Peter Smdh

MS GOBBO: ------ but it may be that I was an afterthought, 

"Come along."

Psster

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: But I ~ I really don’t ~ I didn't .........

Peter

MS GOBBO: Anyway, it’s not the done thing to say, "Oh, by the 

way, who else is coming?’’ or - - -

Peter Sn>sh-O

: No.

MS GOBBO: - - - it's just you would - you would think
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samething was strange about that.

Peter

All right. What's - - -

MS GOBBO: And I go back in time. In the Japanese,

if I asked in the Japanese tradition, when Tony was 

locked up, I was acting for Lanteri, Joe Parisi and Milad. 

Morher _ _ —

Peter Smite O

Mm

MS GOBBO; - - - who was also charged at that time. Tony was 

in custody. And I can't remember what period of time but 

it was in the first few months of - may have been the 

first six months of Tony being in custody. His 

co-accused were not permitted to^ contact one another or 

have contact -----

Peter Smite O

Mm’hm.

GOBBO: ~ ~ unless in the presence of a legal

representative or for the purposes of their legal 

proceedings and what started off as a tradition or it 

became a tradition while he was in custody was rather 

than me speaking to Tony about whatever had happened with 

his case that week or subpoenas or mentions or - bearing 

in mind this goes back to a time when the DTP itself was 

adjourning the committal because of the allegations of 

corruption - - -

Yeah
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MS G03B0: - - - in relation to witnesses, so rather than n?e

having to speak to Milad separately, Lanteri separately, 

Parisi separately and then Tony, then it got to a stage 

where I was being driven insane because every day I had 

four or five phone calls from the gaol from Tony, plus I 

had the ethers all on the phene as well. So eventually I 

said, "Once a week, come in here," and they used to come 

into my office and I'd say, "Everyone sit down. This is 

what's - this is where we’re at this week. This is 

what’s happened. This is what this person said. This is 

what’s gunna - this is gunna be adjourned,’' and, "This is 

the next stage of Tony’s next bail application," because 

bear in mind there were two failed applications before he 

got bail.

FW< Wlfr-O

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: So that started off as them coming into my office.

It was always 8 o’clock, 9 o’clock at night because they 

knew that by then, I was free of other commitments and I 

would always be there.

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: Eventually that became, "Let's go down the road. We 

don’t want to talk in your office any more," to a 

Japanese place that was at Melbourne Central and then has 

since moved to Clarendon Street, South Melbourne. So 

both the, "Oh" ~ the, "Let’s - do you want to have 

dinner?" or, "Do you want to come for Japanese?"

02-21803838-210905
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translates to God knows who was gunna be there and

• Mrs.

MS GOBBO: - ~ - God knows what it was about. Might have been

about the Port Melbourne thing. don’t know

Peter SffK&-O

O.K. Why has he got 12 phones?

MS GOBBO: Presumably because he’s committing crimes. Why 

would anyone -----

: But what ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Why would anyone have more than one phone not in 

their own name?

But 12 phones is a lot of phones,

What ~ that’s - - -

GOBBO: I just said "12”, It might be ~ - 

Retef Sm&hO get Ifn.e

one

fer

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

refer Ssratk-a i
Who are the people?

MS GOBBO: I really don't know. 
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iBO: I honestly don’t know. I have been with him before 

when his bag started ringing because - it’s funny because 

he doesn’t know which phone’s ringing. You can see him 

pulling ’em out to work out. who it is. I dunno who those 

people are, other than when that guy got arrested that he 

was -- Darren. Bednarski, the first thing he did. -- he said 

was, "I've got - I’ve got to get rid of seme phenes." I 

dunno. I honestly don't know' who they were or where they

were connected to.

Peter SsrethO

®0: He has at one stage canvassed the prospect of giving 

me a phone so that he would be - it would be safe for him 

to speak to me on the phone about whatever. He ~ he 

doesn’t ever talk about in detail ■ • ••

MS GOBBO: ~ - - about things like what he - what he wants 

subpoenaed, what's gunna - what will be said in court, 

because he believes his phone - - -

MS GOBBO: - - - or my phone is being listened to.

FWrSffKihO

Mm’hm.
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MS GOBBO: So I'm not saying to the extent that, he would like 

to talk about crime on the phone.

Peter sarefeo

Mm.

MS GOBBO: But he will not talk about any details.

Peter

: Yep.

MS GOBBO: And if he ever is launching into details on the 

phone, it’s because it's for a purpose,- because he 

believes it is being listened to.

Pete Sfni&fO : Yeah. What number is he using now?

MS GOBBO: The HHHI number which is HHHHhHIH.

Pj?fer SatittvO

Is that a widely known number?

GOBBO: Yeah. That’s the only one I've got 

Faster Smite-Cl

: Has he had that one awhile?

months.

Peter Smiih-O

Does he ring you - does he - to tell you he's
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changed his umbers?

MS GOBBO: Yep .........

Pfcfesr Srnati-O

He rings - rings you to tell you that?

MS GOBBO: Yep. Oh, no, he wouldn't - he wouldn’t say it over 

the phone,, but he would ring me.

fteterSmttK)

His number comes up?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

SnUh-O

: So it’s .........

>BO: Yeah, I know karah’s got another number she speaks 

to him on because when he changed, from the number

to this number, I didn’t have this number and I remember 

saying to her, "Listen, I’ve got a couple of messages to 

call him back but his phone's permanently on voicemail or 

on ’ leave a message ’.. ”

Peter 'Smfth-o

: Mm

Um - -

Are you getting it?

MS GOBBQ:

Peter Sm&s-Ci

All right.
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MS GOBBO: ......... uro, ah, so I - I know that, she had

another number for him 'cause she said at times 

that - - -

Sarwy Wftife-O

......... ringing?

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Peter Smith

Sanity Wts-O

Yeah.

Maybe she'd answer it?

. . .. your sister or - ~

MS GOBBO; (Ou telephone) Hello? Yes. Where - where are you?

Yeah, whereabouts in Lonsdale Street? Yeah. Oh, O.K, 

Who are you with? Mm. So do you want to talk to roe 

about something? All right. Won’t be long. Bye. 

Hardware Lane.

What, is 'that a restaurant, is it?

MS GOBBO: I dunno. They’re somewhere in Hardware Lane.

There’s a whole bunch of ’em there.

02-21803838-210905 15
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ftte SnjSKl

: Are you - are you going to - are you saying you're 

going to meet him or you’re actually ~ you think you will 

meet him there?

MS GOBBO: No, I’ll ring him back. I - I said I won’t be long 

and I'll ring him back.

Well, put it this way - -■ -

MS GOBBO: ......... some ~ yeah, there's obviously something 

he wants to speak to me about because it's not - 

otherwise it would just be a conversation on the phone.

Peter Smith-©

White-© So ......... you would just drop everything

MS GOBBO: Yep.

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Peter Smith- v

: But it has - - -

MS GOBBO; Not so much this year but in the past, yes.

: So it hasn't happened for a while?
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0: No, it hasn't. No, it hasn't, and --- because to a 

degree ......... kind of just one of ~ one of his side 

or his team.

Mm.

Mm.

MS GOBBO: And when X say ”to a degree", it is to a degree 

because to some extent, like, there are things that he 

won’t " he won't say in front of ne or he won't do in 

front of me. Some - you might say that there's - he 

knows that there’s a line there not to - but I think it’s 

just a matter of being careful. Why tell anyone what 

you're doing - - -

(WSisM
: Mm,

MS GOBBO: - - - or why tell anyone what your business is?

SafsdyWhite-O
; Did he ask you where you were?

MS GOBBO: Yeah. "What are you doing?” and I didn't respond.

You heard what I said.

|: Yeah. But earlier - - -

MS GOBBO; Yeah, he did.

White-O
: And what did you say you were doing tonight?

02-21803838-210905
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Mo, I just said I wa didn’t say anything. I

just said I had to go and see someone for a couple of

Sandy Wtete-O

Mm t

MS GOBBO: But it's all about

Sandy WhSe-C 

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: ~ ~ ~ it’s about ~ 

control and I dunno - I 

extent it is about what 

- so, I mean, dunno.

ontrol or - - ~

to make me think that it is about 

moan, I really don’t know to what 

he knows or he thinks he knows or

WI»te-0

So do you intend to go and meet him?

MS GOBBO: Well don't ~ if I did go and meet him, it would

be purely out of your interests, not mine.

Sandy Whte.o

Mm.

MS GOBBO: Because quite frankly have got. a lot of work to

Mm. I guess one of the options are, you go and 

meet him, see what he says or : to your sister’s - ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Sandy VWwfc'-#

t - - - and so what you intended to do and have

02-21803838-210905 181
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him case and see you at your office tomorrow.

MS GOBBO: Yeah. Well, that's - that’s right

Sandy Whjfe-Q

A better sort of environment.

Peter

: But he may be off the boil from what you say.

MS GOBBO: Pardon?

: Well, from what you said before, he may be off the 

boil by then. If he’s - - -

MS GOBBO: That’s right.

fW SrtTfigt-O

~ " - if he's a bit up and down, it's 

important -----

MS GOBBO: He’s always up and down. it's ~ it’s a constant 

thing with him.

Peter

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: Unpredictable. It’ll be - I mean, he wouldn’t ring

back twice unless it was - there was something.

Peter Srreter-Q

Mm

MS GOBBO: Now, if I was in. the city, if 1 was in my office and 

it was this hour - - -
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(Wsf: :n we-! ;

MS GOBB< ~ ~ ~ and he was one block away it would be pretty

simple to say - I would have said, ’’Well, walk up here,

or, "Come past on your way home.

Ps&f Smf&b-O

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: "'Cause you’re one block away, cage past.’' Yeah, if

I don't know who was there, as in who he's with - - -

MS GOBBO: - ™ - IM be reluctant tc go because you don’t 

know ~ ™

i Mm.

MS GOBBO: If you ~ I assume that he's under a fair bit of 

surveillance and I don’t want to be seen in that many 

surveillance pictures or videos or whatever. I mean, 

there's ~ as far as being watched, I'm not particular - 

I'm not concerned because I’m. not - I don't ~ I’m not 

being handed cash, I'm not dealing with drugs - - -

SafKfy WsfeO

Mm.

®0; anything like that. But it’s just the -

the fact of the association and I’m ~ it’s an odd thing.

Why would you be walking - why would you be going out for 

dinner at 9 o'clock at. night? Different if there's a
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group of people or different if there's, like, his 

solicitor when it used to be a male solicitor, different 

sort of situation, but I just think it’s ~ I’m more than 

- much more comfortable with out in the open, daylight, 

morning, city.

Wstei
Is he with somebody?

MS GQBBO: Yeah. He's with his -- - --

MS GOBbOz Well# at least hef s with one of his brothers.

Fstej

Is that what he said?

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Sandy 'A'hfcwQ

And it was Milad that . . wasn’t it?

MS GOBBO: No, Horty. Horty’s been ......... yeah, yep.

So if you don't turn up there, what’s gunna

happen?

He’ll ring back.

Yeah. And if you say, ’’I can't make it," what’s 

gunna happen then?

02-21803838-210905 164
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MS GOBBO: No, no big deal.

Sandy WiSte-O

Ng.

He might turn up tomorrow morning. He

- look, I don't know what his plans are

- and he’s not gunna - he - he's not the

sort of person who will necessarily say, ”1 need to speak 

to you about something,” or, "I want to talk to you about 

something.’' Sometimes he would say - oh, sometimes he'd 

say that, sometimes he wouldn't. This - it might well he 

about what happened this morning. There was a mention in 

front of - in the Supreme Court. I wasn’t present 'cause 

I was doing a plea. So it might be, ’’What does it all. 

mean?” or it might be someone’s put some idea in his head 

about a witness or about what the prosecution's doing or 

about God knows.

JBO: No big deal 

might have other 

for tomorrow, so

He's certainly ripe to be taken advantage of by 

people in terms of - I can’t remember how many months ago 

......... someone had approached ~ and I thought; it was 

a set-up. I thought the police ~ it was a police set-up 

at the time. Someone had approached his solicitor and - 

that is Zarah, and had rung up and said, "I’m” - I don’t 

know who the bloke was but he was the husband of some - 

oh, hang on, was it a husband? No, brother of someone, 

seme bloke who had been - a police officer in St Hilda 

Road and had access to apparently material that was going 

to blow his case away. And I thought this is just ~ 

this'll be seme scam, some - or some police set-up.
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.it'll be some - - -

Fsfej Sraittt O

Yep.

MS GOBBO: Something ......... Zarah was dealing with whoever 

it was that was calling and she came and saw me and said, 

’’What should I do about it?" I said, "Oh, I wouldn't go 

anywhere near it. It just sounds like you're being set

Peter Smf&t-Q

Mm

>B0: It sounds ridiculous, I know she met whoever it was 

and found whether this information was - was going to be 

reliable or - and a figure was discussed.

SasUj W*O

>BO: Like, it was either 50 or a hundred thousand. I 

don’t know to this day whether it was a set-up or if it 

was some police operation or it was some bloke who was 

just trying to scam him out of a hundred thousand.

MS GOBBO: I really don’t know.

paid any money but ~ - -

1 don't even know whether they
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SsndyWMs-O

Out of St Kilda or St Kilda. Road?

MS GOBBO: No, St Kilda Road, definitely St Kilda Road. And

I

Sandy VWtte-O

i And how much was the figure though?

MS GQBBQ: SO to a hundred.

Right. And that was supposedly to help him?

MS GOBBO; Yep. And when I say he's ripe to be taken advantage 

of, what might happen is he might bump into some person, 

a lawyer, accountant ......... gives him some idea about 

something and I am the person who will ring up to say 

either - well, very rarely .......... over the phone, it 

would be to come and ask me what I think about this or 

what I've heard about this or do I know anything about 

whatever it is he’s talking about. And it might ~ look, 

sometimes it's as simple as, you know, someone told him 

once that he could apply for a stay if - Paul Firth was 

charged. Well, no-one really knows exactly what happened 

to Paul Firth but he’s no longer a police officer and it 

doesn’t mean you can get a stay just ’cause your 

informant - even if your informant’s charged. That’s not

<?i KCciSon

Saixty

MS GOBBQ* - - - unless the whole case is based on the

credibility of - or whatever of the informant. So that 
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was -■ I rtiean, that's one - sometimes it’s as simple and 

as basic as that and sometimes it alarms me because I'm 

sure I’m not being asked, you know, just out of interest 

or my concern about my friend who’s facing these charges. 

Sometimes I think I - there’s got to be more to it than 

this or he's got other vested interests somehow.

So if you were to go to this meeting with him 

tonight and he’s in Hardware Lane, you don’t know 

w i i *3 i

MS GOBBO; Some restaurant. But, I mean, what I would do is I 

would walk down there. It's one block from - half a 

block from my office.

)BBO: And there’s not that many restaurants there.

There’s five ~ probably four or five and if I couldn’t 

follow the trail of luxury European cars, I would find 

them sitting - it sounds like they're outside or they 

might be inside the restaurant ~ it sounds noisy - I’d 

just ring up.

If it hasn't happened for a while, I'm ~ I guess 

you could see that we’re curious.

MS GOBBO* I 'is curious . I ........ .
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Peter emfth-O

: Not ■” riot caused by present companyI’ve had it 

a .i. .1. d. <•? y •

Settey Whac-t?

Ah  you may or may not ring him

■tomorrow *

Pd&jf SttiilMZS

Yeah.

Sa he runs hot and cold.

SawJyWfHteO

Yeah. But if you ring him tomorrow ~ would it

be unusual for you to ring him and say, "Listen, what ™

wnat was “ what was that ra.sn

MS GOBBO: it wouldn't be unusual at all but I wouldn’t - I’m 

not in the habit of doing it.

Pater arete-O
Mir

y e b h«

MS GOBBO: ......... like, for example, last night, I spoke to 

him at - I spoke to him during the day. I saw him, 

Whatever time you rang me, I was with him. I - I got 

away from him at about, I dunno, half past 4 or something 

’cause I was annoyed because the gaol had a muster at 

5.00. If you’re not in there before 5.00, you don’t get 

to see your client until 5.30 and they kick you out at

quarter to And I’m annoyed because the longer I spent 
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with him, the longer it was till I got there, I went 

back to work. He tried to ring me while I was at work at 

8.30, 9 o’clock, something like that. I was on the phone 

to some QC asking me about subpoenas for ......... for 

him,

You can see why I never get anything else done with 

all this crap. And then he rang me at ~ at 10 to 10 or 

5 to 10, "Where are you?" I said, "Where else would I 

be? I'm at work." Well, I hung up on at about 25 to 10. 

So I eventually said to him, "Listen, I've got to - I 

have got to go because I've got to ~ I've got to finish 

what I'm doing - - ■■■”

Peter Smite-O

sBO:  ang go home," and he said, "Oh, I’m already

in bed. I'm watching Rove Live while I’m talking to 

you." 1 thought, "It’s a nice life for some,"

Peter SrreSi-O

JBO: I was trying to find a murder sentence for this 

morning. So he’s odd like that if he's ~ and obviously 

he’s not going to be sitting at home ringing me - ’cause 

his girlfriend believes that I’m sleeping with him which

I can assure you I'm no

MS GOBBO: But he’s not gunna - he mustn’t have been with her 

because otherwise there’s no way he would have been
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ring!ng.

So have you got any concerns about going to meet 

him tonight?

MS GOBBO: No, I don’t have any. I’ve never got any concerns 

about. - - -

Peter Smf&h-O

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: - - - meeting with him. My concerns are only God 

knows who’s there and God knows what police organisations 

are watching.

Sandy White-O

That’s all.

SatKiyWhSs-O

GOBBO: Because truly? I dunno, I just assume that they’re ~ 

and it looks odd. I mean, different if it’s 7 o'clock at 

night or it’s ~ or it’s an occasion. Like, if it was a - 

not that he even did anything this year for his birthday 

or for the anniversary of being arrested. I can 

understand if it’s something like that, but just out of 

the blue, it’s very - it’s odd, and I’m ~ I’ve been quite 

honest about that. It is very strange.

Fete*Ssrattfr-O : If: - it you are comfortable wltn itz why aorvt: you 

go and do there 'cause it might be something for us.
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I'm happy to go do it but it. might turn out to be

nothing.

mar

MS GOBBO: It .might turn out to be something,

Peter

Yeah. Your call, I guess.

MS GOBBO: I’m happy to go but if I'm going, I'd need to go now

because by the time I get back to ......

How often does it happen that he goes out with ~ 

with - say with Horty?

>B0: Pretty rarely, pretty rarely. The only other time 

I’ve seen him socially - that is Tony ~ is a couple of ~ 

not even ~ maybe a month ago, three weeks, four weeks, 

five weeks ago, the occasional Friday night I would not 

bother going anywhere. I just go home, park my car 

’cause I really don’t ~ I really don't care to drive like 

I used to,

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: And walk across or down the road to some bar tha' 

close to home so I'm not driving.

Piste, SIMM
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■BO: And a couple of times I have been at the R Bar which

is not far from home, Zarah has turned up there and

15 minutes or 20 minutes later, Tony turns up.

Peter

: I tell you what, what if ~ we’ll take you back 

to your car and if you’re happy enough to go there and 

you feel comfortable about going there, it's probably not 

a bad thing, just go^ and see what he does want. But are 

you able to structure it so that you don’t have to stay 

any more than half an hour?

MS GOBBO* Yeah.

Sandy

: Like, are you able to put an excuse and

MS GOBBO: Yeah, yeah.

: - - - you’re going to see your sister?

MS GOBBO: Well, I am, I have to. But she’s already ~ I spoke 

to her - - -

Peter SmSfrO

Mm.

MS GOBBO; - - - at about - when I was on the way here and she 

said, "I'm not gunna go to sleep till midnight, so take 

your time. ’’

17
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Yeah. Oh, well, I mean, more for our sake - ~—

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Sandy WhteO

- - - to make suer you don't get caught up

MS GOBBO: Yeah. No, I’m happy -

Rater Snv&O

: Yeah

MS GOBBO; I can always in ™ there's no difficulty with that.

Sarnty 'Whjfe-O

Yep. So ~

>B0: Put it this way: X know I don't think he was 

ringing me about his court case and I don't think he was 

ringing me about anything else because he rang while I 

was on the phone to you at 6 o'clock, whatever time it 

was, and I rang him on the way here.

P8IWS»IW>O

Y eah.

GOBBO: I rang him back and he said, "I just wanted to know 

how your plea went," and, "Bow’d that kid go?” ’cause he 

knew the family of - Lebanese again.

MS GOBBO: The family of the bloke I appeared for, because I

was talking to court with them this morning and he was

174
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parking his car outside the Supreme Court don't think

he was ringing about, "How did your court case go?" and

how did - ~ -

Sandy Vifhste-Q

MS GOBBO: - - - his own court case go. I think it’s something 

£? jl S @ *

Peter SrreX)

: Yeah, O.K.

MS GOBBO: And he’d always not .......... phone.

No. Just: - and this is not to get you paranoid

but just as a. bit of a safeguard again - if for

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Sandy Wtii&O 

~ ~ down at Middle Park - — -

Yep

sawiywseo

: - - - and if -- if Tony or anybody for that

matter - - -

Peter

: Mm.

Swiy Whifes-o

m """ m n&s ™ ssiys to you m

17
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White-O

Xeah. I - I'd ~ -—

The same for tonight when we picked you up, ||||||||

02-21803838-210905
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Sandy Wh:fe-£>

happen.

MS GOBBO: No.

Sandy Wfwte-C

No.

MS GOBBO: I - I mean, that’s no - if I have MMMMI

SfflsSy WBHUO I Yep.

MS GOBBO: I’m not guana say, "Possibly a. police officer and

I'm not entirely sure of his real name,"

Mxn

Sandy White-O : I would stay away tram tnat probably, Well,
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Samiy White-0

lethex

Fetef

That I went to see him for - no, probably I was

Peter Sfts&o

Mtn

Wrwie-ij

: But ..... . . .. the other day, you were walking 

down the straight and ........ . just pulled you in, 

picked you up, gone.

MS GOBBO; Yep, yep.

satiaywse-®

But the car they had was I think poliee-ish, was 

it?

02-21803838-210905
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MS GOBBO: Yeah.

O.K. So - well, that probably works

I suppose - the chances of them saying, "Well, who picked 

you up on Friday night?" and, "Who picked you up today?" 

there's an unlikely chance - ~ ~

Yeah, and I wouldn’t know if I’m - I wouldn’t know

if I'm being followed.

MS GOBBO* You might know but I wouldn't. Like, I really

wouldn't know.
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MS GOBBO: No, I mean, look,

didn't do that Darren bloke's bail application, I mean

that is the truth of it. I'm not involved in any of that

you know, I would

he would never ~ he wouldn't suspect it.

Sandy White-O

Mm, all. right- Just as long as you , ♦ . , -

Peter

■ Yeah.

SmidyWhste-O

Peter

But, urn

FstesSj’raih-O

: - - - it’s something to consider if it did pop out

of the blue somewhere, I guess.
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MS GOBBO: Yeah. No, no, he wouldn’t -- he wouldn’t -- it’s

unlikely that he would ask that.

PsSm SifitvO

®O: It's unlikely that he would ask that because he ~ he 

just wouldn’t - he would never think that I would do that 

and - and the reason why he would think that I would 

never do it is because he doesn’t expose me to enough ins 

and outs of whatever it is he dees do for me to actually 

be a threat to him or consider being ~ being a threat.

Sandy WlkteO

)BBO: That’s ~ ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yep.

You’re obviously not in your work environment, no.

MS GOBBO: Yep. Oh, well - ~ ~

Peter
So, yes - - -

MS GOBBO: I mean, I’ll cross that bridge if I came to it.
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s!ean, it's you know, it would be difficult to

explain it

White-O

wel X *

Well,

MS GOBBO: Yeah, depending - if there's two people, no-one's

gunna believe that

Sandy Vftwte&

Well, the other thing is too, just in relation

xep

Sandy Wtite-O

I

policemen - - -

MS GOBBO: Yep

Sandy White G

- - - every day of the week. You probably don’t 

have that many meetings with a policeman in the street or

MS GOBBO: No.

Sandy White-£>

But it probably
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something about that bloke." HMB, "He's ~ I think he's"

MS GOBBO: There’s no big deal in doing that,

Yeah. Just that would depend on - - -

Mir

- - - what his questions were or his reaction was.

SawtyWWe-O

: But insofar as that particular meeting ~ ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yeah, O.K.

Saridy Whste-O

- - - I’m certain there's no way known - very.

very certain.

MS GOBBO: funny, 'cause I don't think like that

02-218038
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Sand? Wrwte-&

No, well, you shouldn’t have to.

Peter SfftiSi-O 

: Mm.

SiisfiKiy WftiteO

But this is ........ , start talking about

..... .... when you first arrived here, you have to be 

careful and it doesn't pay to be - what’s the word, the 

expression - can't think of the expression, but it's - it 

pays to be careful with ~ and .........

Peter

j: Complacent.

You know, it doesn’t mean you. should be paranoid.

or - - -

FWf

Mm.

Stand?

; Anyway, enough said. Let's get you back.

MS GOBBO: I tell you what, it's a drug trafficker's 

extravaganza tonight ......... (On telephone) Hello? 

Oh, they must have hung up before - maybe he’s with Tony.

Peter 

Who is it?

MS GOBBO; Rob Karam.

: You've got people to see.
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0: You can check the records, I mean, I’m not gunna 

tell you it’s someone different if - ~ -

Sandy Wftite-0

: Why would Rob Karam be ringing you?

MS GOBBO: ’Cause ......... no, I dunno .........

Peter Smth-O

What's his number?

and three co~accused. His number is

Peter W&-O

MS GOBBO:

Ptster Srnafi-O I ■■■

5B0: Yeah. Isn’t it amazing that you know the mobile 

phones - you know, no-one knows anyone’s number off by 

heart any more. You just know ~ like, just press the 

numbers and ~ ~ -

Peter SmffivO
LsOj yGcth >

S^K^W^te-O

Just

MS GOBBO: Ysaru

Sandy Wte-0
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..... . .... get her to ring me.

■Sandy- Whife-O

> GOBBO *. haven ' t got. money or  .

Sarwfy W&-4J

Feta SrfWATi

Oh, no, I .........

The key?

Sandy WhJte-O

......... trying to cover everything

Peter Smith Um, yeah. I'll see you downstairs. O.K.

Sandy Wfe-O

catch up with - ~ -

fWSmiM) All right. Um, I'Ll take the key.

Sandy White-0-

MS GOBBO *

f^ter Srrath-O

Yeah

fw Sfndh-O

: Mm.

MS GOBBO: Who knows? Maybe .........

02-21803838-210905
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We're just ~ ~ ~

Ps*s:a»in-O

We're just trying to suggest things that improve

security.

don’t think 1ike that nor ma.11y. I think it1s a

nervous thing. I always take this ring off and play with

MrM>O

: Special ring?

MS GOBBO: Oh, no, it’s a sentimental ~ it’s crystal. I always 

take it off when I 'm doing a plea  .

......... parking tickets.

JBO: (On telephone) Mns’hm. Good, Rob. Yourself? No, 

no, no, I’m at the - I'm ~ I'm actually close to the 

city. I was just about to go ......... O.K. Weil, ring 

me back. O.K,, bye.

Peter SmittvO

Is he with him?

JBO: No, he’s not with him but he wants me to speak with 

somebody . He said, "I’11 ring you back,” and . . , ...... 

so this is why I am utterly paranoid. He’s obviously 

driving around 'cause ......... in a oar. Yeah, I don't 

actually go out there to try and attract the heavies, it
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just happens to me, exactly why - - -

They obviously think you’re trustworthy to some

degree.

think so.

But if they want to speak to someone in your type 

of position, why don't - and I haven't really asked about 

Zarah in detail yet - why don’t they go to her? Why you? 

Why are you the choice?

MS GOBBO: Because - because she's too hot

C>QhBO' Hnd. Tony *.» . ...... . co hccc ™ tsoTc. t’.o

her - I dunno ......... sleeping together, I really 

don't know whether that's true or not, but I suspect that 

he is, but I don't know.

MS GOBBO: I think it’s more because she's very, very close to 

Carl and, I mean, Tony’s still - I don’t think - I dunno 

whether he’s really Carl's potential threat. I mean, I 

don’t know the ins and outs of exactly what ~ what their

“■ whether they're reliant or not.
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0: But he'll ring me back.

Yeah. Do . .. ......

MS GOBBO: It's on silent.

Peter Siroto'O

j O.K. Karam rang back. He's gunna ring from

another number.

Karam is?

MS GOBBO: No, he’s - (on telephone) hello? Yeah. Good.

Yourself? No, I'm on the way back to the city. No, 

nothing ~ nothing quite as exciting. I ~ what, are you 

getting jealous? Well, I'm coming to the city. Why 

don't you come - come past my office? Pardon? Pardon? 

Oh, O.K, Well, why don't - come into the city then. 

Well ~ so? All right. Well, then put him on if I can 

speak to him. Oh, O.K., O.K. All right. Well, stick 

him cu then. Good. Who am I speaking to? O.K, What 

happened? Did police come? Yeah. Yeah, Who are the - 

what - what police have left the card? O.K. Well, why 

don't you case and speak to me tomorrow and I can ring 
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the police for you? Why don’t you come and speak to me 

tomorrow, then I can ring the police for you? Well, 

ring them back and see what they want, whether they want 

to speak to you as a witness or they're going to 

interview you. Just wait till what? Well, then don’t 

ring, don’t ring. But if they've left a card, they may 

well turn up and arrest you. I don’t know what the 

situation is. Pardon? They might. Is it suggested or 

are they going to allege that you belted this - whoever 

this bloke is? O.K. Well, then they might turn up in 

the morning and arrest you. I would ring them. Yeah, 

yeah. Ring them now and see whether they - whoever the 

police officer is, whether he wanes to interview you or 

not and then ring me back. O.K., bye. Oh, no, the phone 

will be on. Just ring back. O.K. See ya. (End of 

telephone call.) Tnat was ......... ’’where are you?”

)h, did he?

He goes, "Have you been out for dinner?" I said,

"No, just somewhere.

Peter Smart-O

Have you got a different phone number?

Peter Sfrtf&“0 .

t And was it - - -

MS GOBBO: I dunno whether - what’s ......... he’s got some 

assaults ......... ring back number.
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And the cops left a card?

MS GOBBO: I’m sure he said left, a card  someone’s in 

a nospitai. <**.><**>< «.

SafKtyWtate-O

Ah - - -

MS GOBBO: And he wanted to know whether he should ring back.

Ordinarily I wouldn't ring back but ......... alleged to 

have . . . . . . . . . . if you are, then they might come in the 

morning .........

Saw, W-afe-O

: He sounded pretty definite.

MS GOBBOc Pardon?

|: indn’t ae? He soundest pretty definite about tne

- the answer to that question - - -

MS GOBBO: Yes.

Sandy White-O

: - - - "Are you alleged to have assaulted him?"

MS GOBBO: Yep.

**.£. t.d *

Pew Smah-o

Now, correct me if I*m wrong, but how many 

barristers in Melbourne are on tap like you for these
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people?

MS GOBBO: I’rs not •• •••

Fete SfniftfO

I thought that was the solicitor's job.

MS GOBBO: That’s exactly what it is, but the - they’re

..... .... you tell me how many solicitors in Melbourne 

are act ua11y compon e nt.

Whited ... . . - .  . . : Oh, well . . . . . . . . . . qualities .........

MS GOBBO: Yeah. Well, tell me. I’m not being a smart-arse, 

satmywfeo
: In regards to crime, there’s probably not a 

great deal.

MS GOBBO^: No,

Fete SnlifffXJ : Well, there are some that are shocking.

k .......... it. s prooahiy not ..........

MS GOBBO: ......... can’t . ........ and you can’t leave 

early. Maybe that translates to 

GOBBO: ......... comes where he’s worried police - - -

Wty Whife-O

02-21803838-210905
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r*-

for him.

Sandy WtsteO

; ........ . waiting for ......... to arrive

MS GOBBO: No, he didn't sound ~ it sounded ......... see 

that’s - that is a perfect example of why I don’t kr 

what I’m being ~ whether I’m being told the full etc 

not. How can you give someone advice when you don't:

what the situation is?

But isn’t there a fairly black and white way <

d o 1 ng t ha t ?

MS GOBBO: xhatfs right. I said, "King, ring them, back*”

Peter SmShC

Yeah.

SBO: "Find out what they want. If they want to inte 

you, then fine, ring me back and I’ll either speak t 

police or get a solicitor," or whatever the situatic

Fetef

Yeah. He he obvious 1 y d i dn' t want to give

his name, that bloke

MS GOBBO: No, he didn’t ......... said it - I said, "Whc 

speaking to?" Hew do I know .........

i eah *

)iae sort of serious bashing 
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SandyWtete-O

Well, I guess we're gunna find out.

Sandy WhteO

Yeah

coincidence.

suppose that's just a

MS GOBBO': It is, it is.

Did they want you to go where he is?

MS GOBBO: No.

: They just didn’t want to come to your office.

MS GOBBO: Well, so what he said was he can’t ......... 

worried about the police .........

iMfy WBfeO

: Yeah .

>BO: But then it's stupid not ~ net saying ring

....... . , police ......... when you ring ’em, why do 

you ring a police station ......... oh, no, it depends

: Depends

: Did - but they didn't ask you to go to - out to 

meet them?
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Peter Sfnfth-O

And he didn't say who the police ~ which police it

was was looking for him?

Broadmeadows ~ no, Broadmeadows.

Peter

Broadmeadows, right.

MS GOBBO: I'll ring ......... {On telephone) Hello? Did 

you ring them back? Oh, O.K. Oh, O.K. So how far away 

from the city? Yeah ......... with. O.K. How far away 

do you reckon you are? Yeah, pretty well. Hello? Drop 

......... back towards my office? That's why I couldn't 

hear you before. O.K. So how far away are you, Rob? 

O.K, Well, I shouldn’t be much - much longer than that 

myself. I'm coming from Albert Park, St Kilda. I must 

have had a hot date. I wish it was hot. Yeah, I know, I 

know . • •. ..... no, turns out ~ turned out to be a dud, 

just like the last one. What happened to the bloke with 

the sunglasses? Listen, nobody even rang me. Nobody 

even rang me. Yeah, just kick him up the arse for me. 

I'll see you shortly. Bye. (End of telephone call),

I don’t know what this is about but they're coming - 

they’re 15 minutes from my office. Now, see, this - 

ordinarily if I was there and I was working, it wouldn't 

bother me. They’d ring me up. I don’t mind ringing the 

police for them.

Yep.

02-21803838-210905 19
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.. and Bob’s

Sandy

Do you reckon you could do this for us?

Obviously you have to sort that problem out tor them.

Yep

SantiyWhfeO

That might actually take you a little while,

won't 11 ?

MS GOBBO: No, not that long . . . ..... .

Sandy White-O
'f S Si fl *

MS GOBBO: And when I say to Rob it’s only down the road.

|: Oh, O.K. So ~ ~ ~

Sandy WhftM?

Oh, Rob will walk down the road with you.

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

: Would it be possible when you're about to leave 

ancl walk down the road ~ ~

MS GOBBO:

02-218038
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MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Sandy Wfwte-C

I : And just tell your sister that you’re not going

to be able te get to see her till - - -

MS GOBBO: Half an hour or - - -

SM*WIM> - - - 10.00 or 11.00 or whatever

MS GOBBQ:

walking down from the office to Hardware Lane.

MS GOBBO: Yep.

Sand? Wlafcwij

Is that all right?

MS GQBt>0: Yeah, 1 can do that . oust don’ t talk too^ loudly.

Rster StWf-o

; Won *t sa y much

P??fer

But the other thing is, when you - when you leave

'em - ~ -
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MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Peter Smf&h-O

: Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Yep, O.K. Well, I don’t ~ not saying how long it 

will take, but I will.

Peter Smrg>43

Yeah.

MS GOBBO: Gunna drive like a maniac now to get there before 

him.

ftste SmSW

• But that is important ~ ~

MS GOBBO: Yeah.

Peter __________________________________________________________________

- “ - after you leave, flliM

Sa^dy WhiteO

MS GOBBO: Yep, I will

Pete*

And then we can work out whether we need to see you

or just talk to you on the phone.
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)BBO: O»K <

: Yep.

: Is your sister married?

MS GOBBO: No.

Q q t 6. -01 o k e ?

Sandy W»&<3

Got a bloke?

MS GOBBO* No, no, she’s going to Hawaii tomorrow night.

SafttjyWriSe-O

Peter Sntfh-O

Well, they wouldn’t know that, would they

Ss^Whtfte-O

No.

Peter

SendyWteX?

1 es'i •

Peter

19
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or whatever.

»« .. tell - tell sis,1' or whatever, "that I’ll be

only” - "i’ll be there in an hour," or something.

MS GOBBi

IWWIvO

MS G03H0: I can think like that.

Sandy Whjfe-O

peter SmahO

have you got the

-Sfensiy WKte-ft

fantastic 2140 hours turning it

END OF RECORDING
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